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Fiscal court
addresses
traffic sign
vandalism

TOMMY DILLARD/Ledger & Times

Joe and Daryleen Noble of Cadiz rate one of the proposed bridges using their electronic keypad at a public meeting held at
Lake Barkley State Resort Park Thursday evening. Residents were allowed to voice their opinions on 24 different proposals
for bridges to replace the current U.S. 68 bridges over Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley.

Bridge forum draws crowd
By TOMMY DILLARD
Staff Writer
CADIZ, Ky. — Kathryn Harper figures
she drives Lawrence Memorial Bridge over
Lake Barkley more than just about anyone.
The Trigg County resident works at Land
Between the Lakes and makes the trek over
the 75-year-old bridge twice a day on her
way to and from work.
Harper was one of about 300 concerned
citizens from all over western Kentucky who
packed the Lake Barkley State Resort Park
Convention Center Thursday afternoon to
:hear state transportation officials present
plans for two new bridges that will span
:Kentucky and Barkley Lakes.
The new bridges will replace Lawrence
.Memorial and its twin, Eggner's Ferry
Bridge over Kentucky Lake. They'll lie just
to the north of the existing bridges and will
be almost five times as wide. Instead of two.
10-foot lanes and no shoulder, the new
bndges will have four 12-foot lanes, I2-foot
shoulders on both lake sides, 6-foot shoulders in the center and a 12-foot sidewalk and
bike path.
TOMMY DILLARD/Ledger & Times
The increased width will eliminate mirror-to-mirror collisions that were common Canton residents Tom and Shirley Keaton browse proposals for the new bridges
over Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley. The new bridge will be four lanes with 12foot shoulders on each side, as well as a pedestrian walkway. The current bridges
•See Page 2A
were built in 1932 and were deemed "functionally obsolete" in recent inspections.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Calloway County Fiscal
Court is offering a $500 reward
to anyone that can provide
information leading to the arrest
and conviction of the person or
person who have been tearing
down or stealing traffic safety
signs in southeast Calloway
County.
Calloway Road Supervisor
Jodie Brooks told JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins and
court magistrates during a meeting Thursday that stop signs and
other postings costing more
than $4,700 has recently been
discovered missing or thrown
into ditches on the side of the
road. Most of the tampering has
been reported in an area around
Lake Way Shores and other
points south of Panorama
Shores.
Elkins pointed out that the
crime was much more serious
than just the theft of expensive

signs. Missing or damaged stop
signs could lead to injury and
death.
"Something needs to be
done," Elkins said. "It's not only
an issue of destruction of public
property. There's also a safety
issue."
The court unanimously voted
to offer the reward to anyone
with information concerning
who is responsible. Elkins also
noted that paying for reconstruction and placement of new
signs would add to the cost to
taxpayers.
Also, magistrates have asked
County
Attorney
David
Harrington to look into legai
ways to prosecute businesses or
individuals that have caused significant damage to the county's
roadways by overloading dump
trucks and other construction
vehicles.
Elkins passed out photo-:

III See Page 2A

MCTA gets

$1.3M grant
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The Murray Calloway Transit Authority has been granted $1.3
million to purchase property, build a new center of operations and
maybe purchase some additions to its bus and van fleet.
According to a news release from Sen. Jim Bunning's office
Thursday, MCTA has been approved for $1,372,701; secured in a
2005 transportation bill and recently released as a discretionary
grant.
"I am pleased to announce these transportation funds for the
people of Calloway County," Bunning, R-Ky., said. "The Murray
Calloway Transit Authority prides itself on dependable service.
These funds will help bring that service at reasonable rates to the
people of Calloway County.MCTA Director Bjarne Hansen said most of the funds will be
used to purchase property on Ky. 121 North and build a new building which will serve as the agency's new center of operations.

II See Page 3A

Fans preparing for final Potter
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Third-graders Wyatt Walker, Will
Shelton and Jacob Jones will tell you
what they think will happen in "Harry
Potter and the Deathly Hallows," but
they know it probably doesn't matter
what they think.
"You think you know everything,
but then it's something different,"
Wyatt said."When you've read the first
four books, and then get into the fifth,
everything is out the window. That's
the best part You don't know what to
e spec t."
But Wyatt and his fnends expect to
have the seventh -- and final — installment of J.K. Bowling's fantasy series
in their hands soon. Real soon.
"Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows" will be released at 12:01 a.m.
Saturday.

INDEX

Locally, fans can get "Harry Potter
and the Deathly Hallows" at Wal-Mart.
Leading up the midnight release, the
local store will have a party starting at
8 tonight. Instead of standing in line
waiting to buy the book. Wal-Mart
Assistant Manager Chris Cornwell said
people will be given wrist bands.
Close by are a couple other parties.
Books-A-Million in Paducah is having
contests, trivia, face painting and wand
making from 9 to 11:30 p.m. Then the
countdown begins.
Books-A-Million Assistant General
Manager Belinda King said some customers have already paid for the book
and secured their place vouchers.
Others probably will buy them during
the party. Starting at 12:01 a.m., customers exchange their vouchers for the
books.
"We'll stay until the ho clioomer

3-DAY FORECAST

served," King said. "... Anybody that
wants to come, they.are welcome."
Across the street at Kentucky Oaks
Mall, Borders Express is having its
Grand Hallows Ball for the customers
who reserved their copies. No worries,
if you haven't ordered yours, they
expect a re-supply shipment on
Tuesday.
Wyatt said he and his mom are
going to Wal-Mart -real early"
Saturday morning to get the book. Then
he — and millions of other readers —
can learn if Harry will defeat the evil
Lord Voldermort or rather, sadly, die in
the attempt. Either way, Rowling has
said Harry's story will come to an end.
Wyatt's three-fourths of the way
done with "Harry Potter and the Order
of the Phoenix" (that's book No. 5 for
those keeping count) in his second time
throu oh the ceric, This time, though,

he's reading them himself. As a kindergartner, he listened intently as his mom
read with him.
"Whenever you are reading them, it
takes you into a whole different world,"
he said. "If you haven't seen the
movies, you can imagine what the characters look like."
Good thing Wyatt has Will and
Jacob as friends. The trio talks and
talks ... and talks ... about Harry Potter.
And they talk quickly.
"Cool," "awesome" and "amazing"
are adjectives the three boys often used
when discussing the Harry Potter series
on Thursday afternoon at Murray
Elementary School's Kids Company.
Here's the one-sentence summary
for those people who have yet to be
pulled into Rowling's fantasy world:

•See Page 2A
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The much-anticipated final book in
the Harry Potter series will go on
sale just after midnight tonight.
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•Bridge forum ...
From Front
on the current bridges
Nearly all of the assembled citizens raised
their hands when asked by project manager J.B.
Williams whether they thought the old bridges
needed to be replaced. The chief purpose of the
meeting was to gauge public opinion on which
bridge styles were most aesthetically pleasing to
residents of the lakes area.
The new bridges will replace the current U.S.
68 bridges, both of which were constructed an
1932 and deemed "functionally obsolete" in
• recent maintenance inspection reports.
The meeting was the first of four public input
meetings state trasportation officials will hold in
the region over the course of the next year. The
project is still in the "Preliminary Concepts' stage
and citizens made their opinions known on 24
bridge design types through an electronic polling
process.
The transportation cabinet will consider many
criteria when selecting new bndge styles including what the public wants, what is easily constructable. easily maintained and what the costs
are for each option. Williams said.
'What we are trying to do is choose a bridge
that is. first of all, buildable and fundable,' he told
the crowd. "But we want it to be one that you all
'would prefer, since you're going to be living with
it for several generations to come. You should
have input on it.
The old bridges will he left standing until the
new bridges are complete and in use, Williams
staid.
The first portion of the meeting was spent
.going over the bridge parameters and providing
.aeneral inforniation about the project. Then the
bridge types under consideration were presented,
which included girder, arch, truss and cable'stayed bridges
' Girder bridges are most commonly seen on
interatates and highways --- the structure is all
:underneath the bridge with nothing above. The
existing bridges arc truss bridges. ('able-stayed
bridges are more modern. and use steel cables to
support the bridge
Officials presented the public with a computer
tendering of how each of the 24 bridge styles
would look over each lake and allowed the public
to wort each style one to ten on their electronic
keypads
The bridge that garnered the highest ratings
was a cable'stayed bridge that had two arches.
Harper was one of the many who preferred the
cable-stayed bridges.
1 think visually, they make an important gateway statement.' she said. "It's very modern look

trig and something that would become an attraction in itself. I like how it echoed the shape of 0
sailboat and fit into the landscape."
Murray resident Harold Dixon wasn't fond ot
the cable-stayed bridges. however. Dixon preferred the more traditional designs of the truss and
arch bridges.
Local residents weren't the only ones who
showed up to hear plans for the new bridges.
Harvey Eisen. Nashville resident who vacations
at the lakes every summer, browsed the plans
after the meeting.
"These are very interesting designs," he said.
'I think they had some fantastic choices. I like
some of the truss designs, they're kind of different.'
Using the votes of the public as well as other
criteria, state officials will narrow the 24 options
to nine and return for another meeting in the fall.
From there, the options will be narrowed to three
final options in the winter.
While the public participated in the voting
process. shouting out support and criticism for the
various bridges, some harbored concerns that the
meeting didn't address. Chief among those concerns seemed to be the view of the lake the new
bridges would offer.
'I won't know until I see it, but I am concerned
about all of these bridges in that we might not get
as much lake view,' Dixon said. "They're so wide.
it's going to really limit the lake view."
Canton resident Geneva Pants agreed. 'We're
very used to looking at the lake, the beauty of it,
looking out to see the fog," she said. "The bridge
is one of the only places to see the lake from
above. I think people here expect to be able to see
the lake.'
Others were concerned that no costs were
being presented for the various bridge styles.
Several citizens stood up dunng the meeting and
asked about the money that would be required to
build each bridge.
Keith Todd, Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
information officer, said the meeting was held to
discuss aesthetic issues only; cost will come later.
Todd did say that construction will probably cost
between SW and S1()million.
"Wc probably won't get into cost until they get
a little farter along." Todd said. "It's kind of like
buying a car. You start by going to the lot and
looking at body 'styles and features you want.
Then when you get closer to buying. you start
looking at the
All in all. Todd said he WAS impressed by the
turnout at the meeting And complimented area residents on their level of concern.
Construction is planned for 2010 or 2011.

Almo man's case sent to grand jury
• Staff Report
a. NEWPORT. Ky. — A 41:year-old Calloway County man
:faces a possible felony indict• ment as a nonhern Kentucky
. grand jury will hear the case
About him allegedly has mg sex- tad cons eraitions online %all
someone he thought to he a 13'i year-old girl
• Randy Stone. of Almo,

appeared in Campbell County
I )istrict Court on Thursday
afternoon. He's charged with
first-degree attempted unlawful
transaction with a minor for
allegedly arr.uiging to meet the
girl to hase sex with her.
The itl0frf cine was bound
over the grand jury, a court
spokeswoman said.
Stone was arrested July 5 in a

Lowe•s parking lot in Highland
Heights. about five hours from
Calloway County, where he was
allegedly going to meet a 13year-old girl. But instead of the
13-year-old girl. he met an adult
working with Perverted Justice.
a non-profit group that works
with law enforcement nationwide to catch sexual predators
through online chat rooms.

a

GREG TRAVISILed9er 6 Times
NORTH ELEMENTARY PACKET DAY: Parents and students at North Elementary School visited the school Thursday to pick up registration packets prior to this year's start of school
Pictured above, Chnstina Adams (nght), Dylan Cannon and Natasha Hutson (second from
nght) get assistance from fourth-grade-teacher Margaret Rall (left) and Eva Darnell, a secretary at the school

•Sign vandalism
From Front
graphs taken of some of the
damage along one county roadway to magistrates and other
county officials saying something needed to be done. He
indicated that some of those
responsible were known to the
county and had been contacted
previously concerning the issue.
In response to a question
from a member of the public,
Elkins and magistrate Connie
Morgan noted that the damage
was due to grossly overloaded
trucks, which had also done
some damage not only to roads
that are surfaced with chip and
seal, but to paved roadways.
"We're not talking about
being overloaded by 5,000
pounds or so." Elkins said.
Also
magistrates
gave
approval to new County
Treasurer Anita Gallimore and
Sheriff Bill Marcum's tax settlements.
Gallimore, who officially
took office July 1 following the
retirement of Sue Outland, told
the court that the county collected more than $I6 million in
receipts during the 2006-07 fiscal year that ended June 30.
Expenses were listed at about
$9.3 million leaving a cash balance for the year of $6.83 million: most of which is in the
county's jail fund.
Gallimore noted that the
annual assessment of checks
written on the county's bank
accounts showed no irregularities.
Marcum told the court that
his settlement reports that some
county taxing distncts will continue to owe some money due to
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other sources through obtaining
grams through the state
Department
for
Local
Government.
Five board members will be
selected by Elkins in the near
future and approved by the
court. Candidates must meet
three basic qualifications: a
demonstrated interest in cemetery preservation, an interest in
genealogy and a willingness to
promote
history.
local
Magistrates decided last month
to appoint board members to
four year terms. The board must
meet at least three times per
year.
Those interested in appointment may contact the judge'
executive's office at 753-2920.
Elkins. noting that board
members must represent all
political affiliations, asked for
more
Republican
and
Independent candidates to apply
for positions.
"I've got several Democrats
that are willing to serve and I
need for some Republican or
Independents to consider," he
said. "Of course we'll take
applicants from any political
party. but we have to have a balance on the board."
In other business, magistrates:
— approved the appointment
of Heidi Shultz and Ronnie
Gibson to positions on the
Murray
Calloway
County
Economic
Development
Authority Board of Directors.
— voted to accept seven
one-hundreths of a mile of
Farrow Lane, three-tenths of a
mile of Sunshine Lane and six
one-hundreths of a mile of
Wellhouse Lane into the county
road maintenance system.
— logged reported budgets
received from Calloway County
Extension, West Kentucky
Allied
Services,
Murray
Calloway Transit Authority and
nine other taxing districts into
the county record. Calloway
Fiscal Court does not approve or
disapprove of taxing-district
budgets, but they must be
recorded by the county under
state law.

From Front

Regional Distribution
FLOORING CENTER
Over 1,000,000 Square Feet
Of Flooring In Stock!

changes in a state program for
calendar year 2006.
"(The programmer) made it
possible to contest a penalty at
the time the bill was collected;
however the contest penalties
were not subtracted from the
monthly report," Marcum said
in a statement to the court. -The
monthly report reflected the
amount of the bill with the
penalty which caused us to overpay the districts."
According to the report, the
clerk's certification to the sheriff
includes $142,225 in state taxes;
$134,411 in county taxes;
$344,392 in school taxes:
$29,982 in health/hospital taxes;
$36,038 in library taxes; $5,174
in conservation taxes; $14,992
in extension taxes; $45,015 in
fire district taxes; S36038 in jail
taxes: $132 in flood plain taxes;
and $110 in timber taxes for a
total of $788,524.
Minus a total of $117,067
reported as discounts, exoneration decreases, refunds and
delinquent tax bills ($110,4111,
gross collections were reported
at $671,456. However exoneration increases, penalties and
franchise taxes added another
$281,189 for a net collection of
$952,646. The sheriff's commission was listed at $23,105.
The treasurer's budget for the
20)7-08 fiscal year ending June
30. 2008 was also amended to
include an additional $528,000
in funding that will he used to
purchase more land in the Fort
Heiman area, as well as constructing a new Calloway
County Health Center on
Memory Lane.
During the meeting, the court
approved some agreements with
the federal Department of
Housing
and
Urban
Development required for funds
connected to the construction of
the health center.
In other business, the creation of a new county cemetery
board was approved on second
reading. The purpose of the
board is to organize efforts for
the preservation and maintenance of county cemeteries that
are not regularly funded from
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The story, which is set mostly at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and
Wizardy, follows schoolboy Harry Potter's battle
against Lord Voldemora who killed Harry's parents while trying to take over the wizarding world.
The senes was first published in 1997 with a
print run of less than 1,0(X). 'The first six Harry
Potter books have sold 325 million copies in 64
languages, according to an Associated Press story.
The newest installment has An initial print run of
12 million in the United State alone
Jacob's favorite characters are the obvious
Harry James Potter as well as Albus Percival
Walker
aVulfic Bnan Dumblealore. Will really likes Fred
and George W'easley. who are Ronald Bilius
aarasley's brothers. And, well, Wyatt can't decide.
"I like most all of them." he said. -There'd be
20 people on that list."
Then Jacob is quick to point out that he's not
much a fan of Peter Pettigrew.
But there's no debate among the three about
one thing. The books are better than the movies
because they have more details.
Yet the movie version of "Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer's Stone" is what hooked Will. He saw the
Shenot,
movie before he could read.
-Then when I learned to read. I thought I
should read Harry Potter." he said.
Now Will has read four of the books and is
eagerly awaiting all the action to come.
But it's not just actaxi.
'The girls would love it because it has some
romance in it,- Wyatt said. "But the boys love the
action"
So what are they going to do after they know
Harry's fate' Jacob proudly proclaims that his
friends Wyatt and Will are working on a new 4116._
series.
Jones
All the talk has sparked something in their minds
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State budget director interviews for CPE post

KentuclkylnBrief
Jefferson Co. schools begin efforts to
comply with court ruling
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Principals AI Jefferson County
Public Schools can no longer use race to decide whether they can
accept new or transfer students under a new plan put together by the
district superintendent.
The plan, part of a I4-page proposal put together by superintendent Sheldon Berman. is one the first steps by the school district to
comply with a U.S. Supreme Court ruling last month that race could
not be a deciding factor in individual student assignment.
Previously the district's desegregation policy denied some students their choice of schools if it pushed the schools' racial makeup
outside of predetermined limits for black students.
"We were concerned we could be applying (race) to an individual child," and violate the court's ruling said director of student
assignment Pat Todd.
The proposal would not affect the 98,000 students already
assigned for the 2007-08 school year, but the estimated 6,000 who
request a transfer during the year, move in the middle of the year or
change addresses just before school starts.
About 40 percent of students who request a transfer during the
year are denied for various reasons, including race, lack of space
and behavior.

Suit challenges law barring noncitizens from concealed weapons
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A British national who has lived in
Kentucky for 15 years is challenging a state law than bars non-citizens from carrying concealed deadly weapons.
The American Civil Liberties Union filed suit on Wednesday on
behalf of Alexander M. Say. who contends Kentucky lawmakers
should not have passed such a law last year.
The lawsuit, filed in U.S. District Court in Louisville, challenges
the citizenship requirement.
"Kentucky's law discriminates against people who are lawful
permanent residents," said Jack Harrison, the ACLU attorney representing Say.
No federal law requires U.S. citizenship for people to be licensed
to purchase, carry, transport or carry a concealed deadly weapon,
and neither should state law, said William Sharpe, a staff attorney
for the ACLU in Louisville.
Sharpe contends the issue involves a constitutional question that
the federal courts needs to address.

Lawmakers looking to withhold
special session pay
FRANKFORT,- Ky.(AP) — Although state lawmakers haven't
been working much lately, they're still getting paid nearly $200 day.
But legislative leaders may take a necessary step to stop collecting their special session pay, House Speaker Jody Richards said.
The I6-member Legislative Research Commission is scheduled to
meet on Friday and it may consider a plan that would allow lawmakers to forgo at least three weeks of pay, Richards said.
"It has been our position from the beginning that we did not want
to be paid for any of this — what we thought was an ill-called special session," Richards said in a telephone call this week. "We do
not want to be paid and we will do whatever we can in a reasonable
sense to stop the cutting of the checks."
During legislative sessions — even including special sessions —
state representatives get an extra $250 allowance for stationery,
while senators get $500. There are 100 members of the House and
38 senators.
When in session state legislators are paid, by law, at least $180
per day plus about $109 in daily expenses, according to the
Legislative Research Commission. Higher ranking legislators get
paid up to nearly $226 per day.
That holds true during special sessions as well.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. OP)— State budget
director Brad Cowgill is "very interested" in
becoming the interim president of the
Council on Postsecondary Education, the
council chairman said.
Cowgill interviewed with a three-member committee for two hours on Thursday
for the vacant position. John Turner, chairman of the council who is on the conunittee.
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called the interview -very constructive."
-We agreed that we want to pursue it to
the next step, which is a meeting next
week," Turner said. —There were some questions obviously on both of our parts."
Cowgill had no comment upon exiting
the interview, but Turner added that no other
candidates are scheduled to be interviewed.
The council is looking to replace Tom

By BRUCE SCHREINER

Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Steve Beshear supports limited
casino gambling as a new state
revenue source, but the
Democratic gubernatorial nominee also mentions a more traditional method of finding money
for his agenda — weeding out
government waste.
At a forum with Gov. Ernie
Fletcher, his Republican opponent, Beshear said Wednesday
he would order a sweeping
review of state government
operations if elected.
"We're going to look at
everything — from the kind of
light bulbs we buy, to where we
buy gas for the state fleet,"
Beshear said at the event sponsored by Kentucky Farm
Bureau.
He suggested the review
could yield as much as $180
million a year in savings.
The idea of making state
government more efficient is
nothing new.
"Every would-be governor is
going to come in saying, 'I think
we can do things a little better,"
Joe Gershtenson, director of the
Center for Kentucky History
and Politics at Eastern Kentucky
University, said Thursday.

Four years ago, Fletcher
promised to root out "waste,
fraud and abuse" in state government on his way to being
elected governor.
Soon after taking office,
Fletcher ordered a review to try
to squeeze out inefficiencies in
government. In one move, the
governor trimmed the number of
cabinets to nine from 14.
Fletcher says his administration
also canceled hundreds of state
credit cards, toughened scrutiny
of construction projects and collected tens of millions in delinquent taxes.
Fletcher said Thursday his
efforts to streamline government
have netted big savings.
"I would say, has Steve
Beshear been asleep?" Fletcher
said of his opponent's call for a
comprehensive review. "Does
he know what's going on in
Frankfort?"
Beshear shot back, "It seems
to me they've been more interested in hiring their political
friends than making government
more efficient."
The comment referred to a
probe into allegations that the
Fletcher administration illegally
rewarded political supporters
with state jobs. The investigation resulted in more than two
dozen indictments, including

From Front
MCTA is currently based inside the Weaks Community Center, but
is hurting for more space.
"The grant itself is for capital projects; for vehicles, vans and
property. We have already purchased the vehicles so we'll primarily use it to build," Hansen said.
The MCTA Board of Directors is now looking for land and have
their sights set on about 10 acres of property on Ky. 121 North, west
of the Murray Place Apartments.
"We've hired an architect, Don Riley out of Mayfield, and we'll
hopefully have a groundbreaking soon, but I'm not sure when that's
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Back to School Blast is Saturday
Murray.Calloway
The
County Family Resource Youth
Services Centers will present
the 2097 Back to School Blast
on Saturday from 10 a.m. to I
p.m at the Weeks Community
Center on Poplar Street
Back to school supplies will
he available for city and county
students. Proof of income is
required and parents are reminded to bring a check stub, income
tax or benefits letter
Sponsors of the event are still
accepting supplies and mone-

tary donations, however, the
monetary donations are most
needed at this time, it was
reported.
Last year the Back to School
Bash helped some 400 students
This year, organizers are prepar
ing for 600-plus students.
For more information contact
Michelle Hansen at the Family
Resource Center at East
Elementary School at 762-7331
or Sam Hunt at The Den al
Murray High School at 751
6565.

going to happen," Hansen said.
Hansen said both Bumming and U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield worked
hard to secure the funds.
Whitfield, R-Ky., said this morning that he was glad to have a
part in securing vital services for the people of Calloway County.
"The Murray Calloway Transit Authority continues to do a great
job in providing the residents of Calloway and surrounding counties
with affordable and dependable transportation," he said. "The buses
and vans which will be purchased using this grant will provide the
MCTA with additional resources to continue transporting residenr•
for medical and recreational needs."
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Murrray-Calloway County Hospital is pleased to
welcome Matt Price, M.D. to the medical community.
Dr. Price comes to Murray from the University of
Louisville School of Medicine. He is a graduate of Calloway
County High School and Murray State University.

Corrections Commissioner asking to
have contempt order removed
and

Fletcher agreed that more
savings can be achieved in state
operations.
"I'm saying we'll probably
save another $180 (million)
plus," he said.
Bruce Lunsford, a Louisville
businessman who finished second behind Beshear in the May
Democratic gubernatorial primary, said anyone hying to trim
government has one overriding
challenge: "Are you willing to
take on the special interest
groups to do it?"
Lunsford, who stressed government efficiency in his two
runs for governor, said government programs got started
because they had strong supporters.
"What you have to figure but
is how do you become more
efficient with the production,
Steve Beshear
without changing policy," he
Democratic gubernatorial
said. "Because policy is always
candidate
hardest to change."
Beshear said the study he
charges against Fletcher. The
governor's
charges
were envisions would look at how
dropped later after an agreement state government does business:
"How we buy things, where We
with prosecutors.
Beshear's estimate of savings buy them and what we buy."
He said he wanted to
from a government review was
based on studies in other states involved state employees in the
that reaped savings averaging 2 review, adding "Who knows
percent of state general fund better where efficiencies lie, in
state government than state
budgets, he said.
employees."

MCTA

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Sure, Kentucky's built its reputation
nationally on old-school things like bourbon, tobacco and even the
banjo twang of bluegrass music.
But, high-tech stuff?
That's the plan, Gov. Ernie Fletcher said Thursday.
"This is the beginning, 1 believe, of a new era in Kentucky:.
Fletcher said at a ceremony for small, high-tech Kentucky businesses.
Fletcher was on hand to recognize 20 Kentucky startup businesses for having received state matching grants aimed at getting their
technology companies off the ground. State matching grants for the
new program totaled nearly $2 million, and each eligible company
received from $70,(100 to $100,000, all of which the companies had
previously received.
The grants coincided with a similar federal program.

Kentucky Correction,
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP)
C'ommissioner John Rees has asked a judge to reconsider a ruling
that found him in contempt of court for refusing to release an inmate
despite a court order.
In a motion filed by the Justice and Safety Cabinet on Thursday.
Rees said the order by Judge Judith McDonald-Burkman to release
Daniel Oilman, a juvenile convicted of a violent crime, was not
valid so Rees shouldn't be punished for ignoring it.
Rees was fined $500 and ordered to pay Ottman's attorney's fees
by McDonald-Burkman on Wednesday because Rees "never took
any steps to obey" the order. In the motion Rees agreed that the situation "could have been handled better," The Courier-Journal of
Louisville reported on its Web site.
Rees and McDonald-Burkman are at odds over whether juvenile,
convicted of violent crimes can he granted shock probation.
Kentucky law does not allow adult inmates convicted of violent
offenses to be granted shock probation. But the Kentucky Court of
Appeals found in 2006 that juvenile offenders could be eligible. The
state Supreme ('ourt is reviewing that decision.
Ottman was 15 at the time of his arrest.
This is at least the second time in recent months that Rees has
refused a Jefferson County Circuit Court judge's order to release a
juvenile inmate on shock probation.

Layzell, who is retiring on Sept. 30. The
committee announced on Monday that it
had failed to find a permanent replacement
for Layzell and opted to hire an interim
president that would hold the job until next
April.
Cowgill was appointed the state budget
director by Gov. Ernie Fletcher in 2003.

Beshear also eves waste cuttin

Kentucky looking to spur growth in
high-tech companies
ix
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Dr. Price and his wife Monica have two
children, Kamden (8) and
Kaitlyn (4).

In addition to pre-natal care, labor
and delivery, Dr. Price will provide
women's health services. For an
appointment, please call 270.759.9200.

MATT PRICE. M D

HAS JOINED PRIMARY CARE MEDICA

ENTER

CALL TODAY FOR AN

OFFICE HOURS

APPOINTMENT AT

MONDAY - FRIDAY
8AM - 8Pm
SATURDAY - 8AM - 6PM
SUNDAY - 1PM - 6PM

(270)759-9200
PRIMARY CARE MEDICAL CENTER
SUITE 480 WEST
MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
MURRAY, KY 42071
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Public humiliation, private shame
Jay Leno and David Letterman
never run out of material when they
are making fun of politicians, especially when it involves sex and hypocrisy.
After years of beating up on Bill
Clinton for his sexual indiscretions, the
late-night comedians are spending
equal time chortling about Republicans
who have been caught with their pants
down.
Their latest target is Sen. David
Voter. a Louisiana Republican. Vitter
is an easy target for those looking to
play "pin the hypocrite tail on the elephant." He's a lector in his local
Catholic Church and he has been associated with the Family Research Council. the political offshoot of Dr. James
Dobson's Focus on the Family. Pictures of a woman said to be the prostitute with whom Vitter reportedly had
a relationship are posted on various
Web sites.
The first reaction one should have
is not laughter, hut sadness, sadness
for him, his wife and their four children. Vitter let down his family in
order to feed a lower nature that
resides in all of us. Is there anything
sadder than a child who no longer
sees his father as having good character. or a wife whose trust has been
shattered?
The second reaction is how could
he have been so stupid? In the Internet age when Larry Flynt offers SI
million to anyone who can provide
evidence of people in high places
engaging in base hell
_as tor. the biblical
warning "be sure your sin will find
you out" rings es en more true. Not all
sins are esposed in this life, hut the

higher the profile, the credibility they might expect to enjoy.
more likely exposure
Anyone who can't impose morality on
will occur, especially
himself is unlikely to be successful in
if it involves our
legislating it for others.
national preoccupation
God called the ancient Israelites a
with sex.
"wicked and adulterous generation." In
Laughing at others, context, that meant they lusted after
especially over adulfalse gods, worshipping and following
tery. is the ultimate
idols made of wood and gold instead
cover-up. It keeps us
of the real thing.
from focusing on our
Today in America. adultery is no
Cars
lower nature, which
longer regarded as a big deal, except
Thoughts used to be called sin- for those hurt by a cheating partner.
By Cal Thomas
ful before we all
Laws have been so watered down in
Syndicated
became "dysfunctionmany states that while an adulterous
Columnist
al." Once, we repentpartner in a marriage might sue for
ed and confessed to
divorce on grounds of sexual infidelity,
God such things, if we did them, or
increasing numbers of family courts do
sought God's power in order to protect not penalize the cheating partner when
us from such behavior. Today. we
it comes to alimony and other financial
issue press releases, consult advisers,
considerations, or even child custody.
take medication, or check into rehab.
Cheating wives can still win custody
Those yukking it up seem oblivious of or joint custody of their children.
their own potential to follow in VitWhether one commits adultery with
ter's footsteps, as many have done
a White House intern, or a prostitute,
before. Whatever happened to the
it's all the same and it isn't funny.
humbling expression. "There, but for
except for the hypocrisy part. Sex is a
the grace of God, go I?"
powerful force. It can bond, or it can
While sexual escapades have always
destroy. In our culture, sex has been
been with us, we now seem to have a
used as a commodity to make lots of
bipolar approach to such behavior.
money and in doing so it has mortOn the one hand we condemn it, at
gaged the souls of those who use it
least when it is practiced by someone
irresponsibly.
who preaches "family values." or is
Ask Sen. David Vitter, who is now
identified with a party that promotes
making his mortgage payments — in
morality; on the other hand we propublic humiliation and private shame.
mote, especially in the media, what we
simultaneously decry. Some in Congress stand up for family values, while
Direct all mail for Cal Thomas to
they lie down with prostitutes. Their
Tribune Media Services, 2225 Kerunore
rhetoric may add to the cultural
Ate., Suite 114. Buffalo, N.Y. 14207, or
debate. but their behavior nullifies any
tmsechtors@tribune.com.
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Little houses
can feel like
mansions
Boy. houses are getting huge these days. I offer a solution.
According to the U.S. Census Btueau, the average new
home grew to 2,434 square feet in 2005 from 1.660 square
feet in 1973. Houses of 3.000 square feet and well beyond —
Mc Mansions" — represent 4 quarter of all new home conso callow
hat got me to thinking about the house I grew up in.
As it went, in 1964, we'd been living in
an 850-square-foot ranch, one built with GI
Bill money after World War 11. I was two
then, the youngest of three, and my mother
was pregnant with my sister Lisa. We were
in dire need of a bigger house.
One day as my father laic Big Guy)
drove home from work, he noticed a house
was being built in a new housing plan. He
stopped the car and paid a visit to the
builder.
The house hadn't been sold yet. he
What's So learned.
builder was eager to sell, and
Funny? the Big The
Guy. relying on the same "I'mBy Tom
broke-as-hell-buddy" techniques he used to
Purcell
huy cars, negotiated several extras as part of
Syndicated
the deal.
Columnist
There must have been a rule in the early
1960, that every house built in the suburbs
should hate a brick facade on the bottom and white aluminum
siding on the top, and our box-shaped house was no exception.
It had tour bedrooms, one full bathroom and one half-bathroom.
It was all 01 1.500 square feet.
My patents began improsing the place right away. The Big
Guy planted grass. trees and shrubs, while tny mother painted
and wallpapered They built a family room in the basement.
fhey added a concrete porch with roof out back. a porch that
WWI' wanted for a cool breeze.
By 1974, vie had six children and the house was bursting
at the seams. The Big Guy sold some stock he inherited and
added on a fifth bedroom and full bath on the first floor -creating a 1.700-square-foot house.
We did a lot of living there For 34 years the front door
was neser locked, and friends and relatives came and went at
all hours We had a million birthday parties and family gatherings there Every emotion under the sun
anger. Joy.
%Antss
took place there
remember how the Big Guy loved to nap on his favorite
recliner tql the bask porch. And how Jingles, our dog, rushed
out from wider the shrubs to greet me. And how *anemia-.
Alf! doinciSuikk.O nights, my five sisters and I sat
around
the kik hen table laughing and sharing stones.
lhe modest size of the house forced us to live together
there was simply no way to avoid each other. We had to learn
how to share - certainly how to negotiate -- and how to get
along. all saluable skills to has e in lac
Ana never once did we feel our home was small
I don't understand how so many families do it now. They
have fewer kids anti much bigger houses — houses that are
sometimes scr large their inhabitants don't often come across
each othei
Maybe that the difference When we were kids, our parents matte then decisions based solely on what was hest for
us
our education, our %aloes. our future. They didn't measure thentselces so much by the things they had hut hy host.
well their children turned out
Hut 'today II14) many folks are caught up in the material
trap
the Reed to build giant hornes to impress Sure. there's
always been a need to "keep up with the loneses" but, man.
if today 's houses are any measure.
thinking

Mar

Word for Iraq atmosphere is 'fear'
WASHINGTON (API
"Baghdad, can you hear the
U S. Senate "
1
Democratic chairman Sen
Joe Bitten. 0-Del., asked the
question when a video link
temporarily failed Thursday
during testimony by the top
S diplomat in Iraq.
The question was on the
minds of many lawmakers
who say progress in tray is
moving too slow and that
U.S. troop withdrawals are
inevitable.
U.S officials in Baghdad
cautioned Thursday that significant gains in Iraq may
not he seen for seseral more
months, dashing hopes in
Congress that the war-torn
country would turn
corner
this sutnmer
One general said not to
expect a solul judgment on
the U S troop buildup until
November
"If there is one word, I
would use to sum up the
atmosphere in fray
on the
streets, in the countryside, in
the neighborhoods and at the
national level - that word
would he 'fear,— Ryan
Crocker. the U S ambassa
dor, told the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee
"For Iraq to move forward at any level, that fear
is going to has e to he
replaced with some level of
trust and confidence and that
is what the effort at the
national level is about,- he
said by video link from the
Iraqi s apital

tion." he said.
Crocker also warned
against a withdrawal of U.S.
By Anne Flaherty
troops. He contended that
In briefings to the news
it is not the final judgment.
such a move could increase
media as well as members
Beyond that, the administrasectanan Attacks and create a
of ('ongress, officials warned
tion is saying U.S. forces
"comfortable
operating envithat making those stndes
will play a role in Iraq
ronment" for al-Qaicla.
could take more time than
through the end of Bush's
On the military front.
first thought.
presidency. in January 2009.
Petraeus told members of
Most lawmakers have
Early Thursday morning,
hoped Iraq would show more some 50 House members and Congress in the private meeting that he had seen some
signs of stability this sum40 senators took buses to
"tactical
momentum" since
mer. long before the 2008
the Pentagon for separate
infusing Baghdad with addiU.S. elections.
question-and-answer sessions
tional U.S. soldiers.
For months. Republicans
with Crocker and Petraeus.
Petraeus' deputy in tray.
in particular have regarded
According to attendees,
Lt. Gen. Raymond Odierno,
September as pivotal. If sublawmakers were told that the
later told• reporters he would
stantial gains could not he
political process was slow
need beyond September to
found by then, they say
moving and that it would be
tell if improvements represent
President Bush would have
very difficult for Iraq to
long-term trends.
to rethink his military stratemeet its 18 reform goals in
"In order to do a good
gy. which relies on 158010
the next 45 days.
assessment I need at least
U.S. troops
A recent administration
until November," he said.
"I'm not optimistic." Sen.
progress report found Iraq
Sen. Dianne Feinstein. who
Susan Collins. R-Maine. said
was making some progress
attended the closed session at
of the September assessment. in eight arras.
the Pentagon. said officials in
She spoke after attending
In open testimony later
Baghdad clearly do not see
classified briefing at the Pen- Thursday. Crocker played
tagon by Crocker and Gen
September a.s the turning
down the importance of
David Petraeus. the top U S.
point many do in Washington
meeting major changes right
military commander in tray
away and said less ambitious Instead, she said. Crocker and
While bruised by the Iraq
Petraeus have descnbed a
goals, such as restoring ekedebate. Bush has thwarted
process by which Iraq will
tricity to a neighborhood,
repeated attempts by Democslowly make enough progress
can be just as beneficial
rats to force the withdrawal
to stand on its own.
Crocker also pointed toward
of U.S. troops Despite wide
political headway at the local
Feinstein. D-Calif., and
opposition to the war, the
level and said agreements
other Democrats say the only
administration appears confi
there may inspire further
way to speed up the process
dent that congressional
cooperation among sects.
is to put more pressure on
Republicans will continue to
The much cited benchthe Iraqi government —
suck by the White House to
marks "do not serve as relispecifically by beginning to
prevent a pullout
able measures of everything
withdraw U.S. military supThe administration also
that is important — Iraqi
Pori
tries to minimize the imporattitudes toward each other
"The bottom line is you
tance of the September
and their willingness to work have a government that is
report, trying to make clear
toward political reconciliadysfunctional," she said.
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Three British troops, two
American soldiers die in
separate attacks in Iraq
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Frernne Worship
4440 p rii
LEDSETTER MISSIoNARY EAPTIST
suriday yahooi
1000 a in
Pram-hang
11.1in Is 600pm
W.-dnewia, Night
7 00 pm
LIGHTHOLSE aArnst CHURCH
Sunday Hawaii
10-00• In
Worship
11am & 6 pm
Wedn..dau Worship
700 p
Locust GROVE
Sunday School
1000•
Morning Worship
11 •m & 6 p on
Ned IMP•da 1 Worship
700 p le

LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
anniinp
2-00 p m
MI&Way
200 p m
aamo0111AL BAPTIST
Morning 1Fisrahip
1050•in
Evening Worship
6:00 p in
MOUNT ROM rsionnu.'AMUR
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Worship
11 0.1.) a ni
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
1100am
Evening Worship
600 p in
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
10-00 a m
Evening Worship
600 p

t. AHMEL

Blessed Are The
Poor In Spirit

SINKING SPRING
Sunday School
10• in
Worship
11 am &fipm
Wedneeday
p in
BOVTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship
11 a m 630pm
Wednesday
p in
SPRING CREEK
9 00 a In
Sunday School
Worship Services
10 a in
o p in
Discipledup Training
ITT. JOHN
Sunday School

4 :IV

Morning Worship

SHILOH PULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
7-00 p in
Sunday Morning
10.00•in
Sunday Evening
7.00 p in

Jesus begins the Sermon on
the Mount by telling us that
blessed are the poor in spirit,
for theirs is the kingdom of
/
- heaven (Matthew 5:3). What

NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Worship
Ilam &Spiel
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 a in
Worship
11 •m & 7pin
CHAPEL
Sunday Sc°1707141
1000•in
Preaching
II 00• m
Prayer Service
5 30 p m
Church
600 p ni
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a in
Worship 8 45 am £11 am k6pm
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
11 am & 6 pm
Wednesday
7 00 p in
SCOTTS GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a in
Worship Service
10 45 a in
Evening Worship
hot) p m
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7 00 p in
Prayer & Fasting for Spintual
Awakening
Sat 6pm.lOpm

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNAIIONAL
Tuesdays Bible Study
7 p in
Saturday. Spunitual Training 6 p in
Saturdays CeLebraUott Service 7 p in

/I N

did

Jesus

mean

by

than

poor?

Jesus'

meaning appears to be that
the poor in spirit are those
who have a deep sense of
their own spiritual poverty
rather than an exaggerated
sense of their righteousness
or

spiritual

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
9 30 a m.
Worship
11 30am k 7pm
Wed Bible Study
7pm
Friday Worship
7 p in

this?

Should not our spirits be rich
rather

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p na
Wednesday
7 p in

worth.

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
1^1 mils west of Lynn Grove
Sunday School
10.00 a.in
Worship
10-45 a.m
Evening Service
7 30 p m
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTEX
Priume and Worship 10-30 am k6p
Wednesday Family Training
7 p in
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
10 30 a in
Wednesdays
TOO p in
AMILIUCA'S CHURCH OF GOD

Jesus

1408 Sycamore St

harshly criticized those who were puffed up with

Sundays

spiritual pride, such as the scribes arid Pharisees,

MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
10.15 a.m
Worship
11.00 •.m

and He often praised those who were humble, contrite and had a proper sense of their ufter unworthiness to stand before God.Thus,Jesus tells us that
whoever exalts himself will be humbled, and to

10-00 a.m k 5.00 p.m

SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
Sunday Morning
11:00•m
Wednesday Evening
6:30 p.m

remember these words, especially in this age when
arrogance and self-exaltation are all too common.

But this is the man to whom I will look,
he that is humble and contrite in spirit,
and trembles at my word.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9.30 a.m
Watchtower Study
10:30 a.m.

LITIMMIU1
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
WOO a.m
Worship
1030 a.m

R.S.V. Isaiah 66:2

•m

113111111111'S iorrossus

II • in

SUGAR CREEK
I I I • in
Sunday Si turd
Worship..
II 16 rn &pm
Wednesday
7 p in
WENT FORK
Morning Worship
il 00 a m
Wednesday Evening
7(X) p m
Sunday EV14911111
00 p m
WESTMIDIE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9341• ni
Worship
10 .10• m •6 p m
Wednesday
p in
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10• rn
Worship
11 ani & 6 pm
Wrdn.aday
7 p in
‘1(TORY BAPTIST CH1JRCH
Sunday School
10•in
Worship
II•m &gem
Wedneadai
p in

unman
$T HENRY CATHOUC CHURCH
Saturday Maas
400 p m
Sunday Mom
10344 a m
WT. L60 CATHOUC CHURCH
Saturday Maas
600 p m
Sunday Mas.•
aim &11am

mu
AURORA CHRISTIAN
Worship
11 am •ii p in
Bible Study Sunday
10 a In
BIM. Study WedneedaY
7 p m
1111047 CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
U 114) a in
Worst, p Scrvoe
II) 15• in
111.1111All CHRISTIAN ncLuznsisip
Bible School
9 30 m
Worship
10 30• m
Evening Service
600 p m

100111111111111

IUII
Sunday School
10 30•in
Reading Room Every Waal 12 3 p m
1.n44 Wednesday
pm

COMM

Canal W
ALMO CHURCH or CHRIST
'4 1141 • in
N.M.School
MalInge4 Worship
9 '444 • ni
Ramung Worship
600 p ro

COLDWATER CHURCH Or CHRIST
Sunday School
9.30•in
Morning Worship
1015 a.m
Evening Worship
6-00 pm
Wed Bible Study
7 00 p m
DEXTER
Sunday School
930 a in
Worship
10 30• m & 600 p m
Wednesday
700 pm
PRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
II 00• in
Sunday Night
600 p.m
Wadnooday Night
7 00 p in
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10 00 a m
M,4171111.1 S.44141410/'
10 45• m
Evening Worship
800 p in
Wednesday Worship
700 p m
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
900 a m
Morning Worship
954)• m
Evening Worship
4449) pm
id-Week Worship
701) pm
HICKORY GRIM CHURCH OF CUNT
Sunday Bible Claws
900 a in
Morning Worship
10 00 a in
Wridneaday Night
700 p in
KIRKE= CHURCH Or CHRIST
Sunday School
1000 am
Morning Worship
10.50 a in
Evening Worship
7-00 pm
Sunday & Wednesdays,
NT OLIVE CHURCH Or CHRIST
Sunday School
WOO•in
Morning Worship
1100 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p m

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 45 am
Evening Worship
600 p in
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH Or CHRIST
Worship
Sam 9am k 6pm
Bible Study
10 15 a m
Wed Bible Study
7 p in
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
1054)• m
Evening Worship
600 p in
UNIVERSITY
Bibb. Clams.
900 am
Worship
1000• m & 6 00 p m
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10-50 a m
Evening Worship
600 p in
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9 00• m
Evening
600 pm
Wednesday
7 00 p m

COMO EtInn CENT
IR LATTER BC SMOTE
CHURCH OF JESUS cmusr
OP LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Pneettiood
10 00 a m
Sunday Se h...1
II 10• m
Sacrament Meeting
12 10 p m

NEW CONCORD
Worship
950 am &Spm
Bible lamer.
9a m
Wednesday
7 p in
NEW PROVIDENCE
Bible Study
90(3 a in
Worship
1000•m & 6-00 p m
Wed
7 00 p in
Study
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10 45• in
Evening Worship
600 pin

EPISCOPAL
Sr. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship
10 30•111
Sunday School
900•01
Sunday Worship
500pm
Tuesday
1200 pin

onsolomon.

BETHEL UNTIED
Morning Worship
9:30 ern
Sunday School
1030. in.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
6.00 p m
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10-00 tam
Morning Worship
11.00 a in
1st & 3rd sun. Night
6.00 pin
COLDWATER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
S 50•in
Sunday School
9 50 a in
DISTILIAHARDIN UNTIED
Contemporary Service
9-00 a.m
Bible Study
10:00. in
Regular Worship
11 00 am
MOIST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
8 45 k 11 a m
Sunday School
9 50 a.m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNTIED
Sunday School
10.00 •.m
Worship Service
1100•in
GOSHEN surrHoDuirr
Sunday School
9.00 a in
Morning Worship
10700 a.m
HAW UNTIED martiornst
Sunday School
9.45 a in.
Worship
1100 a.m
Wednesday Worship
7.06 p.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNTIED
Sunday School
1000 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
EMMY UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
LYNN GROVE

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship Sunday
10 30• m
Children. Sunday School 11 00 a m

Worship Service

FIRICIDON HOUSE
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
1100am

MARTIN'S CHAPEL mar=
Worship Service
9.00•in
Sunday School
1030 am

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Worship
1000• m
Wednesday Home Groups 600 pm

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10-00 a in
Morning Worship
11 00•ni

9 30 a m
10.46• m

'hurch School

Worship
Sunday School

10 00 am
11-00• m

MT. HEBRON
10 00 is
Worship
11 00 a in
Sunday School
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10.00 arn
Worship
11-00 a.in
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9.30• m
Worship
Sunday School
11 00•in
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9-45 a ni
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10.46 a in
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Sunday School
900• ii
PleaChlflg
10 00 a m

WAYMEN CHAPEL AWE CHURL H
Sunday School
1000 a n
Morning Service
11 00 a Th

MAI=
HURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 ani
Morning Worship
10:45 an
Evening Worship
6:00 min
Wednesday Worship
6:30 p.ri

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
1000 a m
11-00 a m & 000 p
Church
700 pm
Wednesday
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CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
II 00 a.m. & 630 p.m.
Wed Evening & Muth Service 700 p.m.
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10.00 a m
Ilam & 6pm
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UPC
Sunday School
10:00 a m
1100am
Worship
Wednesday Warship
7 00 p m
FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11 a.m.67 p.m
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
6.00 mm
Worship
10.30 am & 6 pm
HURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School & Worship
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Sunday Worship & Service
10 a.rn.
Worship Sun. 6 p.m & Wed. 7 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN calms
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Worship
10 50 a.m. & 6 pin.
Wednesday Worship
7 pm
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10.00 a m
Worship Service
1100-730 pm

MIESITTEMAII
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Worship
10-00 a m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
I 1 00 a in
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
10 00 am
Worship
11 00 a m
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
10.00 a m
Worship Service
11 am 66pm
UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10.00 a m
11 00•in & 6 30 p m
Worship
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Thornton Tile and Marble
804 Chestnut St. • 753-6656

FITS BLOCK 8
READY MIX CO.

COMPANY

Oflice Technology Specialists

&oda 6 Reaciv 44H,

1 -800-858-0492
1393 State Route 45 Noel)

East Main Street

CANIPBLLI
REALTY

oncreee
753-3540

Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
612 S. 9th SI.
753-5719
CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944

Our Family Is Here le
Help Yours.
W.Moie•Merray•274-753-1W

I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have
liter5:"11
kept the faith.
- 2 71rnothy 4:7
759-8780 • bcampbellrealty.com [11
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BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 sin.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
5:00 p in.
Wednesday Night
7.00 p.m.

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
Spipeicsil thartilem tiro
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WORSHIP
ChurchBulletins
Various
churches
have
released information concerning their worship services for
the coming weekend as follows:
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, minister, will
speak about "Upon This Rock
I Will Build My Church" with
scripture from Matthew 16:1319 at the 9 a.m. worship service and George Akpobli, preacher and teacher in Benin, West
Africa, will speak about "The
Gospel and French West Africa"
with scripture from Matthew
28:18-20 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Todd Walker, associate minister, will lead the
singing at the morning hour
and Bob Beecher at the evening
hour. Also assisting will be
Garry Evans, involvement minister, Nick Hutchens, youth minister, Justin Gibbs, Karl Smith,
Ron Cook Bud Gibbs, Todd
Bohannon, Steve Spiceland,
Tim Stark and Joe Crawford.
A short worship service will
be at 5 a.m. and Bible classes at 10:15 a.m.
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
Martin Severns, pastor, will
speak at the 8:30 and 10:50
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. J.T. Lee is acting music
director with Misty Williams
and Kathy Thweatt as accompanists. Assisting will be David
Ferguson, deacon of the week,
and Ron James, Sunday school
director. Sunday School will
be at 9:40 a.m.
Hardin Baptist: Bro. Ricky
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
about "Grace: The Breakfast
of Believers" with scripture
from Hebrews 13:8-12 at the
8, 9:15 and 10:30 a.m. worship services. An ordaining service foriosh Hutchens into the
gospel ministry will be at the
6 p.m. worship service.
Hutchens, pastor of Elk Lick
Baptist Church, is a student at
Boyce College, Louisville, and
grew up attending Hardin Baptist Church. Sunday School will
be conducted during each service.
Locust Grove Baptist: Pastor W. Ryker Wilson will speak
about "Follow Me: The Living Word" with scripture from
John 17:1-8 at the 11 a.m.
worship service and about "The
Freedom of the Gospel: Experiencing His Life" with scripture from Romans 5:10 at the
6 p.m. worship service. The
ordinance of baptism will be
observed at the morning hour.
Robert Houston is song leader
with Sharon Pierceall and Jennifer Wilson as accompanists.
During the evening service the
junior and senior students will

In our
meet downstairs and Kid's Bible ice with Bob Alexander as liturAdventure for children, three gist. Congregational youth will
years to fifth grade will be serve as acolytes. Eddie Ramupstairs. Sunday School for all sey will lead the music with
ages will be at 10 a.m. Wednes- Rita Culver and Janeen Burday events include Shiloh for keen as accompanists. ChilYouth, Alive for Adults and Veg- dren's time will be directed by
gie Tales for Children.
Beth Morehead. Marcia Crick
Calvary Temple Pente- will serve as greeter. Sunday
costal Church: Rev. Darrell School with Joel Jackson as
Young will begin a new series superintendent will be at 10 a.m.
on "Strength for the Family" arid the
tt evening worship at 6
at the 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. wor- p.m.
ship services. Wesley Young
F
Christian: Dr. Mike
will be in charge of praise and Ridley,\ guest minister, will
worship. Greeters will be Bud..speak about "Who Is Worthy?"
and Ruby Stewart. Sunday with scripture'froth 'John 8"!-'
School for all ages will be at II at the 10:15 a.m. worship
10 a.m. Wednesday Bible study service. Mark Dycus is minisand Youth Group will meet at ter of music with Julie Warn7 p.m.
er, Donnie Hendrix and Judith
Immanuel Lutheran: Rev, Hill as accompanists. Special
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will music will be "Help Us Accept
speak about "A Woman Who Each Other." Lori Parker will
Fears The Lord" with scrip- give the children's sermon.
ture from Proverbs 31:30 at Assisting will be Carmen Garthe 10:30 a.m. Sunday of St. land, worship leader, Dan ParkMary Magdalene worship serv- er and Eddie Phelps, elders,
ice. Sunday School and Adult and Ron Melone, Vera MelBible Class will be at 9 a.m. one, Keena Miller, Jean BenWestside Baptist: Rev. nett and Larry Benton, diaGynn M. Orr, pastor, will speak conate.
about "Edify One Another"
Goshen United Methodist:
with scripture from I Thessa- The Rev. Mark Earheart, paslonians 5:11 and Romans 14:1- tor, will speak about "The Prac15:3 at the 10:30 a.m. wor- tice of Extravagant Generosiship service and about "Com- ty" with scripture from Luke
fort One Another" with scrip- 12:13-21 at the 9 a.m. worture from II Corinthians I:1- ship service with Tom Villaflor
7 at the 6 p.m. worship serv- as pastor's assistant. Elizabeth
ice. Tommy Scott is minister Brunn and Teela Etheridge will
of music. The choir will sing serve as acolytes. Children's
"He Reigns Forever" and John church will be directed by Jo
Scott will present special music Lovett. Alison Chaney will
at the morning hour. Jonathan direct the choir with Renee
Burgess will present special Doyle, Pat Brunn and Carla
music at the evening hour. Dea- Halkias as accompanists. Betty
cons of the week will be John Lawrence and Becky Miller
Yezerski and David Smother- will serve as greeters. Sunday
man. Sunday School will be School with Bob West as superat 9:30 a.m. T-Ray Manley is intendent will be at 10:15 a.m.
minister to youth and Shelly in the family fellowship cenHarris is minister to preschool ter. The Sunday Night Bible
and children.
study and the combined youth
Bethel United Methodist: groups of both Goshen and
Rev. Jason Jones, pastor, will Kirksey churches will meet at
speak about "Seeing God; Shar- Kirksey at 6 p.m.
ing God" with scripture from
Poplar Spring Baptist: DenColossions 1:15-28 • at the 9:30 nis Norvell, pastor, will speak
a.m. worship service with about "The Meaning of BapBobby Rowland as liturgist. tism" with scripture from Mark
Congregational youth will serve 1:9-11 at the 8:45 and 11 a.m.
as acolytes. Jar= Schroader worship
services.
James
will lead the music with Lavo- McCormick, layman, will speak
nia Rowland as pianist. Chil- at the 6 p.m. worship servdren's time will be directed by ice. Dee and Kathy Lipford
Susan Evans. Happy Bynum will lead the worship services
will serve as greeter. Sunday with Hazel Brandon, Susan
School with Gary Evans as Reynolds, Dee Lipford and
superintendent will be at 10:30 Carol Kelly as accompanists.
a.m.
Sunday School for all ages will
Brooks Chapel United be at 10 a.m.
Methodist: Rev. Jason Jones,
University
Church
of
pastor, will speak about "See- Christ: Charley Bazzell, mining God; Sharing God" with ister, will speak about "The Cost
scripture from Colossians 1:15- of Discipleship" with scripture
28 at the 11 a.m. worship serv- from Luke 14:25-35 at the 10

a.m. worship service. Roy
Hawkins and the University
Youth Group will speak at the
6 p.m. worship service. Assisting will be Keith Hays, Rick
Murdock and Jim McCrory.
Danny Claiborne is worship
leader and Roy Hawkins is
youth and family minister. Bible
classes will begin at 9 a.m.
First United Methodist:
Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, will
speak about"The Gift of Friendship" with scripture from selected verses at the 8:45 a.m. Early
Light service and the 11 a.m.
haditional service.- Dr. Pam
Wurgler is minister of music
with Joan Bowker as organist.
The chancel choir will sing
"Grace" at the second service.
The children's message will be
by Amber Sugg at both services. Acolytes will be Madison Connell and Laiken Balmer,
Roy Riley will be in charge
of media ministry at the first
service. Worship leaders will
be Dr. Ginny Richerson and
Jim Stahler. The previous
week's worship service will be
televised on NewWave Channel 19 at 11 a.m. and on Murray Electric Channel 15 at
12:30 p.m. Sunday.
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr.
Ann Marie Montgomery, copastor, will speak about "The
Lord Reigns, The Lord Comforts. Thanks Be to God!" with
scripture from Psalm 138 at
the 10 a.m. worship service
being held at Wrather Hall at
Murray State University. Todd
E. Hill is choir director and
instrumental music will be
heard. Hill will sing a solo.
Assisting will be Phil Wood,
liturgist, and Reid and Gay
McKinney, ushers.
First Baptist: Dr. Wendell
Ray, pastor, will speak about
"The Family Recipe: Part 3
weaving" with scripture from
Genesis 2:24 at the 8:30 and
10:55 a.m. services. Mike Crook
is associate pastor of music
with Margaret Wilkins and Lisa
Ray as accompanists, assisted
by the Praise Team. The sanctuary choir will sing "Right
Here, Right Now" and Pam
Barron and Kim Clinger,
flutists, will play "I Must Tell
Jesus" at the second service.
Assisting will be Boyd Smith,
associate pastor of students, Ken
Asher and Durwood Beatty, deacons, and Judy Ingersoll and
Andrea Hogancamp. Sunday
School will be at 10:45 a.m.
Richard Nelson of the Family
Foundation will speak about
"Christian Citizenship and the
Culture War" at 6 p.m. service and business meeting.

CHURCHES

Sinking Spring
plans for revival
Sinking Spring Baptist Church will have revival services
starting Sunday and continuing through July 25.
Evangelist Roger Rice will be the speaker for the services
at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. Sunday and 7 p.m., Monday through
Wednesday.
Bro. Carl Butler, pastor, invites the public to attend the
services at ,the church, located at 4185 Wiswell Road West,
Murray.

Revival services set at First
United
Pentecosal here PenteRevival services will be held at Murray First

United
costal Church at 1945 State Rt. 121 N. beginning on Wednesday and running through Sunday, July 29, at 7 p.m. nightly.,
Sunday night's service will be at 6 p.m.
Evangelist Rusty Akers from Dawson Springs will be mina
istering.
Pastor Shannon Waltmon invites all. For more info or for
transportation, call 753-7262.

Homecoming Sunday at
Mt.
Sinai Church
BUCHANAN, Tenn. — Mt. Sinai Baptist Church

will have.
its annual homecoming on Sunday
Bro. Warren Sykes will be the speaker at the 11 a.m. service at the church on Claytontown Road.
The Living Water Singers will be featured at the gospel'
singing which will follow a potluck meal to be served at noon:

Bell City Baptists plan
revival
services
BELL CITY, Ky. — Revival services

at Bell City Baptist
Church will start Sunday and continue through Wednesday.
Rev. Glenn Copeland will be the evangelist and Bob Nance
will be music director.
Services will be at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. Sunday and at 7
p.m., Monday through Wednesday.
Rev. William Dodson, pastor, invites the public to attend.

Women's Conference
scheduled
for July 28
REIDLAND, Ky. — The

third annual Women's Conference
on a 'Time of Remembrance - Celebration of God's Faithfulness" will be Saturday. July 28, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Gospel Mission Worship Center, 6905 Benton Rd., Reidland.
Speakers will be Ginny Stringfellow of Second Baptist
Church, Houston. Texas, and Jana Heierman, Stuff Bag Ministries.
The price of admission, $25, includes admission, catered
meal and a copy of the speaker's book, "Call to Remembrance." Deadline for purchasing tickets will be July 22.
To reach the church take exit 16 off 1-24. For information
or to purchase tickets, call 1-270-898-3613.

Christian frat sues
Feeling unaccepted in church
University of Florida By Richard Youngblood, Minister at University Church of Christ
claiming exclusion

Question: I've made a
and made to feel guiltier
lot of mistakes in my life,
instead of being encouraged
but now I'm trying to
for seeking righteousness.
change. I tried going back
In contrast, Jesus came to
to the church I attended as minister and bring good
GAINESVILLE, Fla. I AP) — A Christian fraternity sued a child. but I don't feel
news to the poor, - freedom
the University of Florida in federal court Tuesday, claiming accepted. What would Jesus for prisoners, sight for the
blind and release for the
discrimination because the university is refusing to recognize do?
Answer: Sometimes the
oppressed (Luke 4:16-21). He
it as a registered student group.
ate with sinners and made
UF officials have told Beta Upsilon Chi that it can't be reg- very religion intended to
outcasts feel comfortable in
istered as an on-campus student group because only men are administer help and spiritual
healing to broken lives is
his presence.
allowed to join, which amounts to prohibited sex discriminamisused in some very unlovIt was not uncommon for
tion, according to the lawsuit filed in U.S. District Court in ing ways. Some churches
Jesus to break man-made
Gainesville.
have failed to understand
religious rules in order to
And Beta Upsilon Chi is not allowed to join the off-cam- that genuine doctrinal purity
help people in need of healpus Greek system of fraternities and sororities because the fra- is not necessarily demonstrat- ing. He took upon himself
the pain of others and bore
ternity requires its members to be Christians, the suit said. The ed by affirmations of a
their burdens. He left heaven
organization that governs UF's Greek system prohibits religious creed, but by everyday practical living in the likeness of to bring holiness into a sindiscrimination.
ful world. Instead of isolat"As a Christian fraternity, (Beta Upsilon Chi) is locked out the Lord of compassion and
forgiving grace.
ing himself from sinners, he
of the UF campus," the lawsuit said. "The only way UF will
Isolating themselves from
went out among people of
recognize (the fraternity) is if it chooses to give up its iden- the pain of people around
all kinds, talked with them,
tity as a men's organization or if it abandons its religious cri- them, these churches often
loved them and died to save
teria for members."
; cast stones of judgment at
them. He came to demon—They're caught in a conundrum," said Timothy J. Tracey, those who have not come up strate God's grace in ways
to their standards. This type
that could draw sinners into
one of the attorneys who filed the suit.
a new and better way of life
By not beihg registered as a student group. the fraternity is of approach to Christianity
create
a
of
greater
can
in the Kingdom of God, not
sense
deprived of benefits including access to meeting space and the
guilt and hopelessness instead to keep them out.
ability to advertise and recruit members on campus, the suit
of forgiveness and spiritual
As someone once said,
said.
healing.
"The church is not a sanctuUF spokesman Steve Orlando said the university does not
Although you repent of
ary for saints but a hospital
comment on pending .litigation.
your past sinful ways, you
for sinners."
The two advocacy groups that filed the lawsuit, the Chris- may be scolded, censured
In the Bible, the church
tian Legal Society and the Alliance Defense Fund, sued the
University of Georgia in December because it wouldn't recognize a chapter of the fraternity as a student group because of
Studies show that reading \
the religious discrimination issue.
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
The suit was settled two days later when the university
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
changed its policy and allowed the fraternity to register.
newspaper
and expand your mind
Beta Upsilon Chi. or Brothers Under Christ, was founded
with a world of information.
in 1985 and has 24. chapters around the country. The UF chapter has eight members and claims that UF's failure to recogLaltER &TIMES
nize it has hampered recruiting efforts.

is sometimes portrayed as
"the body of Christ" (Ephesians 1:22-23). This analogy
suggests that a church should
view itself as Christ's continuing representative in this
world. Thus, we should be
able to identify God's people
as we see them fulfilling the
mission of Jesus among sinful and needy people.
In conclusion, I would
suggest that Jesus would
have you to understand that
no church is perfect and not
all churches will react to
someone like you in the
same manner, While you
don't want people to condone any sin in your life,
you do need them to help

you overcome it and then
find new life through forgiveness. Churches that are
eager to accept, love and
help people like you do
exist.
Above all, be assured that:_.
Jesus loves you even in your:4
sin. Seek the Lord in prayer.
-4
and don't give up until you '
find a church that acts like Jesus. He will help you.

Send questions or comments to University Church
of Christ. 801 N. 12th. Murra3., KY 42071 or phone
270-753-1881. This article is
reproduced on the web:
www.nchrist.org .

The Mt. Olive Congregation o the
Church of Christ it bar e ri

GOSPEL MEETING
with

Virgil Hale speaking each service

July 22nd
7007
SUNDAY MORNING;
9:30 am Bible Study Worship • 10:30 a.m. Worship
SUNDAY EVENING; 7:30 p.m. Worship
MONDAY-THURSDAY; 7:00 p.m.
EACH INDIVIDUAL IS IMPORTANT TO US
Corne and bring someone with you.
lOu will hear preachingfrom God's own word.
John Mays, Local Minister
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NOW GET0%FINANCING
FOR UP TO 60 MONTHS.
ZERO
PLUS
PLUS GET UP TO$1,000 BONUS CASH
ON SELECT MODELS.

2007 DODGE RAM 1500 QUAD CAB/

REGULAR CAB

2007 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN

2007 DODGE NITRO

•25-MPG HIGHWAY'

•24-MPG HIGHWAY'

• AVAILABLE MDS FUEL-SAVING TECHNOLOGY'
• LONGEST-LASTING, MOST DURABLE LINE OF
FULL-SIZE PICKUP TRUCKS
• FULLY BOXED FRAME RAILS WITH
HIGH-STRENGTH STEEL

MR

• STOW 'N GO SEATING AND STORAGE
•5-STAR GOVERNMENT CRASH TEST RATING

• ELECTRONIC STABILITY PROGRAM
• 5-STAR GOVERNMENT CRASH TEST RATING

STARTING AT

$19260,
+$1000

FINANCING

BONUS CASH

FOR 60 MONTI'S

0
3/
A°PR +$1000
FINANCING
'
OWNER
FOR 60 MONTHS

30-MPG HIGHWAY "
ALL-NEW 2008 DODGE AVENGER

LOYALTY CASH"

32-MPG HIGHWAY
2007 DODGE CALIBER

AFTER $750 CASH ALLOWANCE

28-MPG HIGHWAY
2007 DODGE CHARGER

• 2.7-LJTER V6 ENGINE
• 2.4-LITER WORLD ENGINE

• SLIDING ARMREST w/CELL PHONE/MP3 PLAYER HOLDER

• CHILL ZONE " BEVERAGE STORAGE BIN

• 5-STAR GOVERNMENT CRASH TEST RATING'

• 5-STAR GOVERNMENT FRONTAL
CRASH TEST RATING')

• SUPPLEMENTAL SIDE-CURTAIN AIR BAGS'

• SUPPLEMENTAL SIDE-CURTAIN AIR BAGS'

• 5-LINK INDEPENDENT REAR SUSPENSION

MR +500

FINANCING-

BONUS CASH

%,,APR

FINANCING

O+$500

FINANCING-

BONUS CASH

iDDiD
DODGE.COM/MIDWEST
„*., (1)0% APR for 60 months equals $16.67 per month per $1,000 financed for qualified buyers with 10% down through Chrysler Financial. Not all buyers will
qualify.(2)$500•$1.000 bonus cash, depending on model. (3) Based on 2007 EPA estimates. (4) Always sit properly in the seats with seat belts fastened.
(5) Star ratings are part of the U.S. government's SaferCar program (safercar.gov). (6) 14 city/18 hwy 2007 EPA estimated mpg. (7) Based on R. L. Polk 8 Co. Vehicles in
Operation registration statistics 1986-2005. (8) Durability based on longevity. (9)PASRP excludes tax.(10) Financing for qualified buyers. Not all buyers will qualify. (11) No trade-in
or turn-in required. To be eligible, you must have purchased or leased your current Chrysler Group vehicle for at least 30 days. Dodge and Stow 'n Go are registered trademarks of
DairaterChrysior Company LLC. Chrysler Financial is a division of DaimlorChrysier.
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SECTION B

FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK

Grassroots Efforts
AP
Barry Bonds rounds the
bases after hitting a three-run
home run against the Cubs
on Thursday. Bonds clubbed
two homers yesterday to up
his career total to 753.

Bonds
belts 2
homers
GIANT NOW
JUST 2 IN BACK
OF AARON
By The Associated Press
Barry Bonds broke out of his
longest offensive funk in six
years, and moved two steps
closer to the Hammer.
The San Francisco slugger
homered twice in a 9-8 loss to
the Chicago Cubs on Thursday,
sending No. 752 over the rightfield bleachers at Wrigley Field,
and his 753rd into the basket on
the wall in left-center.
"He's one of the most special
players the game has ever had,"
said Ted Lilly, who served up
Bonds' solo shot in the secood
inning. "A lot of the negative
attention has been unfortunate,
not only for him but for the
game. I don't know what the
facts are in his history. I respect
him."
. Now the attention turns to
Miller Park in Milwaukee, the
city where Hank Aaron started
and ended his career.
It's also the home of commissioner Bud Selig, who hasn't
said whether he'll be in the seats
as Bonds closes in on No. 755.
"It doesn't mean anything
different than anywhere else,"
Bonds said of playing in Aaron's
town, where San Francisco
opens a three-game series
Friday.
The Giants return to AT&T
Park for a seven-game homestand against the Braves and
Marlins that starts Monday.
"Right now, I just feel good,"
said Bonds, who was back in the
starting lineup for the first time
in four games after sitting to let
his sore lower body recover. "I
feel rejuvenated a little bit.
Maybe I'm going to take three
more days off and come back."
In other NL Games, it was
San Diego I. Philadelphia 0;
Milwaukee 10, Arizona I;
Cincinnati 7, Florida 5; Atlanta
10. St. Louis I; New York 13,
the Los Angeles Dodgers 9; and
Washington 5. Colorado 4 in 10
innings.
Bonds' second homer gave
him six RBIs in the game. his
most since driving in six runs
Sept. 22 at Milwaukee. It was
his seventh career game with at
least six RBIs.
It also moved him past
Carlton Fisk for most by a player in a year he turns at least 43.
Fisk hit 18 at age 43 in 1990 and
IR more the following year at
44_

Bonds needs two more
homers not only to match
Hammenn' Hank's record, but
also to tie Fisk's 72 homers after
turning 40.
Chicago could still celebrate
afterward. The Cubs earned
their 18th victory in the last 23
games and sixth in seven since
the All-Star break, moving six
games over .500(50-44) for the
first time since June II. 2005,
when they were 33-27.
:Bonds, who turns 43 on
Tdesday. hadn't homered since
the first inning July 3 at
Cincinnati and also ended a
seven-game hitless stretch

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

O.B. Payne, left, and Charlton Claywell, both juniors at Murray High School, run through linemen drills during the Tigers' Thursday practice session at MHS.

LOCALS GIVE MIXED REVIEWS
OF DISTRICT REALIGNMENTS
Some say there's no such
thing as bad press.
But Tim Masthay probably
doesn't want this type of motivation as the upcoming football
season approaches.
The former Murray High
School kicker, who is
now a junior
at
the
University
of Kentucky,
had
some
sweet and
sour comments made
about him in
Pigskins & the player
Peachbaskets profile section of the
By Michael Dann
2007 footSports
ball edition
Writer
of The Cats'
Pause.
But Masthay, who is a twoyear letter winner for the
Wildcats, said he doesn't pay
much attention to press clippings. Good or bad.
"If one of the guys in the
locker room is reading il we
might check it out," Masthay
told the Ledger di Times, "but I
don't go out of my way to get it
or look at it.The authors of the annual
football publication for the
Wildcats said that "perhaps the

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Former Murray High standout Turn
Masthay is entering his junior season
as the Kentucky punter. hoping to
help the Wildcats improve upon last
season's 8-5 campaign.

best thing can happen to
Masthay is the arrival of highlyregarded kicking prospect Ryan
Tydlacka this fall because
although Masthay has been
serviceable his first two seasons
as Kentucky's punter he has
hardly blown anyone away."
And that led to more assessments.
"Make no mistake. Masthay
has a booming leg but his
•See MASTHAY,2B

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Calloway County junior quarterback Casey Brockman runs through drills during the Lakers'
practice on Thursday. Prep football practice officially began Monday throughout the state.

ATLANTA 10, ST. LOUIS 1

Jones, Braves take out frustrations on Cards
SLUGGER HOMERS
AS BRAVES END
LOSING STREAK
ATLANTA (AP) — Andruw
Jones' nightmarish season could
finally he turning around.
Jones homered and drove in
three runs to back seven strong
innings by Tim Hudson. and the
Atlanta Braves ended a threegame skid with a 10-1 victory.
over)he St. Louis Cardinals on
Thtly night.
-I think June and July are the
months I feel good,- Jones said.
"I play better. Not that I feel
good physically. I've got a lot of
injuries I wish I didn't have right
now. I just go out and try to do

my job and help the team any
way I can.Matt Diaz, whose solo homer
in the second made it 3-0, finished 3-for-4 with 3 RBIs. The
Braves have won 13 of 20
despite a three-game sweep by
Cincinnati this week.
Though his average rose four
points after going 2-for-3. Jones
still is hitting only .220 — an
unacceptable average for a 30year-old. five-time All-Star who
had 92 homers and 257 RBIs
from 2(X)5-06.
"I'm trying to put the first
half behind me.- Jones said.
"We had a couple of rough starts
the last three games.
"We made too many mistakes
as a team and we got swept by
the Cincinnati Reds. Today was

a tremendous game all around
for everybody."
St. Louis, which scored its
only run on David Eckstein's
sacrifice fly in the sixth, has lost
four of seven since the All-Star
break.
Hudson (10-5) beat the
Cardinals for the third time in
his career, but this start marked
the first time he was dominant.
The right-hander, who struck
out three and gave up one run
and five hits, entered with a 4.85
ERA in a span of 26 innings
against St. Louis. Through his
first five innings. Hudson
allowed just one batter. Eckstein
in the first, to get in scoring
position.
"I felt like I had life on everything,- Hudson said.

AP

Andruw Jones connects for an RBI single against the
Cardinals during the fourth inning the Braves' 10-1 win on
Thursday in Atlanta.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

Association's Wrangler Division recently collected items
COLLECTING FOR A CAUSE: Members of the Junior Rodeo
project. The items were delivered to the shelter last
service
for the Calloway County Animal Shelter as a community
month

Masthay

American League
East Dsion
GB
L
W
56 39
Boston
7
48 45
New Von,
10
46 49
Toronio
12
13
42 52
Baltimore
18 12
37 57
Tampa Bay
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
57 36
Detroit
2
5639
Cleveland
49 46
Minnesota
141/2
43 51
awago
161.2
41 53
Kansas City
West Division
GB
1
W
56 38
Los Angeles
2
53 39
Seattle
11 1,2
45 50
Oakland
151/2
54
41
Texas
Thureday's SOP's*
L A Angels 3 Tampa Bay 0
Toronto 3. N Y Yankees 2
Detroit 4. Minnesota 3 10 innings
Chicago White Sox 4 Boston 2
Cleveland 7, Texas 5
Today's Games
Kansas City(Mech. 6-6) at Detroit
(Rogers 3-1), 605 p
Chicago White Sox IContreras 5-111
Boston iBec-kett 12-3) 605 p in
Tampa Bay (Jackson 1-9) at N
Yankees (Mussina 4-6) 605 pm
Seattle (Batista 9-7) at Toronto (Litsch
2-3) 6 07 p m
LA Angels (Lackey 12-5) at Minnesota
(Siva 7-10) 710 pm
Cleveland (Camiona 11-4) at Texas
(McCarthy 4-6) 7 38 P m
Baltimore (13edard 8-4) at Oakland
Blanion 8-6). 905 p m

The Marshals ended the season with 103 wins and 34 losses,
ranking them tops among 12
mechanics have of ten been
teams.
inconsistent and thus left the
Hickman County, Carlisle
coaches scratching their heads at
Si, Mary, Christian
County.
one
60-yarder
Miss he can kick a
Christian
and
Academy
time and shank a 30-yarder the
Fellowship were eliminated
job
his
keep
to
wants
he
If
nest.
from the equation because they
he is going to have to become
do not field football teams.
more consistent.Three other sports - boys'
of
arrival
As for the
girls' soccer and volleyball
and
lydlatka. Masthay praised the
- were eliminated because
talented
him
calling
freshman.
Fulton County. Fulton City,
Ind someone with a strong leg.
and CFS do not participate
CCA
Masthay also fully espects there
them.
in
for
on
to he an open competiti
Calloway County came in
the punting position when fall
second with a combined 90-58
opens
practice
record, followed by Heath (88Fven though he feels like he
57). Graves County was fourth
has .1 leg up on Tyillacka.
with a record of 78-53, and
not
does
Nlasthay knoics he
Reidland (65-62) rounded out
have the lob solidified.
the top five.
openthem
about
happy
"I'm
Paducah Tilghman (64-58).
Masthay said. "I think
ing it
Murray (62-64), Mayfield (61that kind of open competition
55). Lone Oak (S7-61), Ballard
pushes you to pertomi better
Memorial (55-62), Fulton
and keeps you on your toes.
County (43-57) and Fulton City
kn..vsing you don't have a lot of
(16-79) closed out the final five
root') lin Mot
spots.
As for the not so-favorable
When taking all eight sports
its
said
Masthay
s,
cotnment
into account. Calloway County
still maintained a slim margin
over crosstown rival Murray
with a record 129-88-1. while
Murray finished 102-91.
on all EZtrak` Series zero -turn mowers
COUNTDOWN TO KICKOFF: Thirty-six days and ticking
The city football opener
between Calloway County and
Murray High will be on Aug. 24
at the Tigers' home field.
All models only available
Other games of interest that
at your local John Deere Dealer
night include Ballard Memonal
against South Fulton. Tenn..
Fulton City against West
Carroll, Tenn., and Heath versus
Crittenden County at the
Jackson Purchase Alliance Bowl
at Mayfield. Also playing in the
Alliance Bowl will be Mayfield
and Heath. Lone Oak will host
Union County, while Marshall
County is awaiting its opponent
in the Alliance Bowl
On Saturday. Aug. 25. Fulton
County will play MadisonvilleNorth Hopkins in the Browning
Chevrolet Bowl at Hopkins
County Central. Graves County
111.64p Snug & Stratton ansias*Wadidor
2$-1.itsinseati awns•SA-inch Edge Cutting Systern
will play Fort Campbell in the
wed
pawl
rapa
7
•
Waal*ma
speed• • - heas.ascik sem
•Salpli
Alliance Bowl, and Paducah
Tilghman will play Christian
County in the Jerry Claiborne
Toyota of Hopkins'. mile Bowl.
From Page IB
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something players have to take
with a grain of salt.
He went on to say that press
doesn't produce wins on the
field.
-Look. Coach (Rich) Brooks
has always said from the first
day that we can't buy into that
stuff. good or bad.- Masthay
said. "What we have to do is
focus on what we do and let that
speak for itself on the field.MORE PRESS: There's
another sweet and sour feeling
locally about the nes.. football
alignment for Kentucky high
schools
As complied by ham rut Sun
sports writer Joey Frisk°.
Calloway County gets the nod
as the front-runner in Class 4A,
District I . beating out Lone
Oak. Hopkins Coumy Central
and Muhlenberg North_
Despite a 4-7 finish last season. LAM' head coach Josh
McKeel said he doesn't feel
will have guile as
41141% .i
much speed as it did a year ago.
but he hopes to make up for it
with experience

Calloway also placed three
players in the preseason players
to watch list, with Tyrrell Willis
coming away with the top honor.
Also recognized were George
Garner and David Dobbins.
Murray was tabbed as the
fourth-best club out of five in
the newly -formed Class 2A,
District I race. Trigg.County got
the top nod, followed by
Caldwell County. Heath the
Tigers then Reidland.
With a Tiger team that finished 5-7 last year. Fosko calls
Murray a wild card in the district
race.
Heath's Chad Wright was
named the preseason top player,
while Murray's Mikkol Alston
and Jamie King made the top
seven list.
SCHOOL SPIRIT: In a feat
that seems unprecedented.
Marshall County High School
was the top teem out of 11 other
First Region teanis 'a hen it
comes to total wins in the five
MANN sports t football, boys' and
girls' basketball, baseball and
softball).

0°4 financing for 12 months'

Mow with the
greatest of ease.

Uady Seiler
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ESPR2
REMISE SPORTS
11 pre
USA - AST Dew Toro Flight Guard
Opsu f Cernsieno (same day taper
00LP
3 pm.
roc - PGA Tour U S Bank
Cnemporsaim second round
St INtereukee
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
1 -10
Arizona at Chicago Cubs
WGN
PAN AMERICAN GAMES
10 p m
Romp a Rio as Mnsiro
E SAN?
Brazil Isarnedsy laps)
TENNIS

r.ai
Esaw -

ATP C.owervinde Gomm
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National League
East Division
oa
L
W
53 42
New YOrk
1,2
2
45
51
Atlanta
6
47 48
Philadelphia
81(2
45 51
Fronde
13
40 55
Washington
Central CiMakon
08
L
W
54 41
Milwaukee
3 1/2
50 44
Chicago
9 1/2
43 49
St Louis
13
1/2
55
41
Cincinnati
131/2
40 54
Pittsburgh
14
40 55
Houston
West Division
L
W
53 41
San Diego
54 42
Los Angeles
50 47
Anzona
48 47
Colorado
39 54
San Francisco
Thursday's Scores
Milwaukee 10, Anzona 1
Chicago Cubs 9 San Francisco 8
Cincona6 7. Flonda 5
Washington 5, Colorado 4 10 innings
Atlanta 10, St Louis 1
San Diego 1, Philadelphia 0
NY Mets 13. LA Dodgers 9
Today's GWYN!
Anzona (Webb 8-7) at Chicago Cubs
(Marquis 8-8). 1 20 Pm
Cincinnati (Lohse 5-11) at Florida
(Olsen 7-7), 605 p.m
Houston (0swatt 8-6) at Pittsburgh
(Gorzelanny 9-4). 605 p in
Colorado (Cook 5-6) at Washington
(Traber 2-0). 605 pm
St Louts (Waownght 8-7) at Atlanta
(James 8-7) 6-35 p
San Francisco (Lowry 9-7) at
Milwaukee (Suppan 8-8). 705 p.m
Philadelphia (Eaton 8-6) at San Diego
(Germano 6-3), 905 p m
N V Mets(0 Perez 8-6) at LA
Dodgers(Tomko 2-7), 9 40 p m

SportsBriefs
In Tryouts for the West Kentucky Outlaws 8-under baseball team will
will
be held from 3 to 5 p.m. on July 22. Tryouts for the 10-under team
Russ
contact
n,
informatio
more
For
24.
on
July
p.m.
8
to
6
be held from
Hail at 519-5437 or Tim Massa at 519-0469
•The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will be holding
its second of two tryout dates on Saturday at 9 a.m. at the Bee Creek
Soccer Complex, located behind Applebee's restaurant.
Prospective players born after Aug 1. 1993 and are now 12- or 13years-old wilt be accepted for assessment. All participants should furnish their own bat, and arnve dressed in cleats and shin guards.
Participants should also provide their own dnnks. For more information,
contact Marshall Ward at 767-0398 or 293-9041
will hold tryouts
•Calloway County Middle School's softball team
Aug 9-10 from 330 to 5 p m both days at Lady Laker Field For more
information. contact James Pigg at 759-2145.
III The Calloway County Middle School football team will begin pre,
season practice on Thursday, July 26. A meeting for parents will be held
in the CCMS gymnasium at 6 pin.. followed by the first practice session
from 6:30 to 8 Schedules and other information will be provided at the
21
meeting. Free sports physicals for the team will be available on July
and July 28 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information,
contact Laker coach Troy Webb at 293-3623.
tournament will be
•The first Eagle Open non-sanctioned tennis
held, beginning Aug. 17. at the Graves County High School courts in
Mayfield. The tournament will be played on Aug. 17 & 18, with possible
extended play on the afternoon of Aug. 19.
Divisions will be open for boy youth and adult players. The participation cost is $20 for singles players and $30 for doubles teams. A sign-in
will be held on tournament day at the GCHS courts, For more information. contact Kim Simmons at 247-2515 or by e-mail at
preskate@ vik .net

BRITISH OPEN

Garcia out in front;
Tiger turns in a 69
CARNOUSTIE. Scotland
(AP) - Having already
improved 24 strokes on his last
British Open at Carnoustie,
Sergio Garcia went out Friday to
protect a lead.
Tiger Woods was lurking,
however.
Garcia returned to "CarNicely- for the second round,
looking to build on an opening
6-under-par 65 that once again
raised expectations he might
finally win his first career major.
The emotional Spaniard
slipped A bit with a three-putt
bogey at No. 4, hut he remained
es-en for the round with a pair of
birdies on the par 5%. After sinking a short birdie at No. 14 the sort of putts that have bedeviled Garcia in the past - he
tellingly pumped his fist.
All eyes in the afternoon figured to be on Woods, who shot

69 Thursday in a strong start to
his quest to win a third straight
Open title. The last to pull off a
three-peat was Peter Thomson.
more than a half-century ago.
Woods added another signa
lure moment to the majors when
he holed a 90-foot birdie putt on
the par-3 16th.
Angel
Miguel
Spain's
Jimenez nearly made a hole-inone at that daunting. 248-yard
hole. His tee shot stopped just
inches beyond the cup for a tapin birdie, on the way to a 70 that
had the "Mechanic- solidly in
contention for his first major
title.
Garcia. Jimenez and all the
other Europeans are trying to
break the continent's eight-year
major.
the
in
drought
Scotland's Paul Lawne was the
last to win one, at this very
course in the '99 Open.

AAYBA WORLD SERIES

Bucs fall to Lincoln Rebels
Staff Repoli
CHESTERFIELD. Mo.- In Thursday's action at the AAYBA
World Series, the 10-under Murray Rues were defeated by the
Lincoln INch t Rebels 8-4
Matthew Higgins was the starting pitcher and was relieved by
C.1 Lang. The Rues were led in hitting by Jacob Oldham and Adam
Lamkin Both went 2-for-3. Matthew Winder, Chandler Rogers and
Davis Mills each had one hit.
Oldham. Lamkin and Andrew Sweeney continued to play stellar
defense with no errors in the tournament. Each player has had many
chances in left field. at shortstop and at second base, respectively.
The Rocs record stood at 2-2-1 as they entered the semifinal
round at 1 1.15 a m today against the Si, Peter Commanches.
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Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
Help Brawl

ADVERTISING SALES

PUBLIC AUCTION
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Neon Beach Min, Storage
812 Whitnell Ave.
Friday, July 20, 2007 • 600 p rn
l'oits to be sold are 02, 1369, B70, 0100, E28, E38
F9 and CAll due to non-payment.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Taking healthcare new places.
Murray Calloway County Hospital
has an opening for the following positions.
Administrative RN Supervisor - Part lime
Certified Athletic Trainer - Full lime
Paramedic - Full Time
Hospice RN - PRN

STEVE VIDNIER
i
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MCCH offers competitive wages with a
competitive fringe benefit package. You
may send your resume to:
Interested applicants must applt Its
resume onit inter‘iews will he
granted to qualified applicants
‘FTER resumes are re‘iewed.
thsolutelt no on-the-spot
inters iew s it ill he conducted.
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Joel
Halos
CALLOWAY Co. Fire
Rescure Inc. is accepting sealed bids on 2
surplus trucks. 1)1984
Chevy C70 series truck
with 1.800gal tank.
5-speed gas engine,
1GBL7DE9EV100994
(red lights stay on truck
only if sold to a Fire
Dept.)
2)1996
FL
70
Diesel
Freightliner
Automatic Truck is
wrecked with salvage
title
Vi n
1FV3HFAC4VH85236
5
Trucks can be viewed
at 101 East Sycamore
St. For more into can
call 753-4112
Sealed bids must be
received by 7/25/07.
Send bids to Calloway
Co. Fire-Rescue P.O.
Box 612 Murray. KY
42071
CCFR has the right to
reject any and all bids
Notice
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LISA'S Turbo Tanning
in Mayfield has 2
booths for rent $50.00
week each.(270)2478008 or 705-1521
THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of as employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

Ca
FOUND Male Brindle
white feet, very friendly
no collar, found on 641
near 464 Want to find
owner 753-2995

A child needs you!
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
FEMALE student in
*Melds& looking for
a personal care attendant. Oubes inckide
Aselellince with show
er.dreaming. errands.
etc. Must be flexible
hays clean driving
record Some travel
required. Experience
prolorrod but MI train
tight person. Pleefe
send mum* to: PCA
PO. Boo 232497,
Owensboro KY 42304
or e-mail
Goshen)0yahoo Corn
Ill

11111111.
.
0

Applications available online:

www.murrayhospitaLorg

tdvertising Sales Position
lurray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-/
Murray, KI. 42071

Ilfoley@rnurrayhospitaLorg

WE TRULY SPECIALIZE IN YOU
EOE

vertzpriwireless
Immediate opening for
an orthopedic surgical
technician to assist in a
very busy orthopedic
practice. Job requirements
would include first and
second assisting in surgery,
surgery scheduling, and
assisting in office
procedures. The candidate
should have a knowledge
of sterile technique and
experience in surgical
assisting.

SPORTABLE
Scoreboards has a day
shift, entry-level production position available. This full time
position requires the
use of small hand tools.
such as dnIls and rivet
guns, the ability to read
and follow a wiring
schematic: the installation of pre-assembled
electronic components,
wiring harnesses and
digit display systems
Our assemblers test
and approve the quality
of the final product

0\\

Please forward resume,
credentials and references to:
1015 Kelley Dr.
Suite 200
Paris, TN 38242
or Fax (731) 642-8679

Store Manager
American
Cellular,
Verizon
Wireless' largest authorized
retailer in Tennessee is looking
for ambitious, articulate, and
experienced store manager for
their Benton, KY location to represent the best products, network
and programs in the communication industry. Communication and
negotiation skills plus customer
service, marketing and sales
experience a must. Commissionbased positions with top financial
potential. Excellent compensation plan and medical benefits.

Send resume to:
jsillsaamericancellular.net
Now hiring an outgoing, energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.
Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented.

Our culture is one of a
tearn
environment
made up of individual
employees who are
serf-motrvated with a
nigh standard for quality and who are able to
think for themselves

If you are career-oriented and would like to
become
Peri
of
team
Sportable s
email resume IC "or
complete an applica
bon at 106 Max Hurt
Drive, Murray

,V0 PHONE CALLS PLEASE

e-mail resume to:

ACCOUNTANT
Local CPA firm with
offices in Jackson and
Paris in need of qualified team members for
senior
level
staff.
Qualified applicants will
be involved in accounting and auditing issues
for venous clients and
in business and individual tax preparation and
planning. 2 years experience and Bachelors
Degree in accounting
or foreign equivalent,
CPA preferred. Fulltime.
Competitive
salary and fringe benefits. Resume only to:
Cowart, Sargent &
Webb, CPAs. 367A North Parkway. Suite
1, Jackson, TN 38305

Sportable Scoreboards
offers a competitive
wage and benefit package, including health
insurance, paid vacation, paid holidays and
a Simple IRA plan

Attn: Human Resources
Linda Foley
Murray Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Fax: (270)762-1905

Keniakt Foods,a division ofThe Kroger Co. rs
seeking a qualified inctnndual as

Payroll/Accounting
Clerk
Responsibilities will include processing and sending weekly payroll through Krona;'Series, setting
up kabala's. distributing system reports,data input and other accounting and clerical dunes The
candidate should be able to handle confidentai
information, be highly organized. comfortable
veCniung anth computer systems familiar with
spreadsheet software, and possess basK mach
and cleiical skills Interested candrclates should
suboot their resume rm
Kenfake Foods
300 North L.P. Miller Street
Murray, KY 42071
diiio phone (oils please

This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission. Salary will be based on
experience.

Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071
TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
8-23-07 TO 12-20-07 KY#0248300
W. COLEMAN
MURRAY, KY
Wage S8.65 Hr. 3/4 contract guaranteed,
all tools and equip. furnished. Housing
provided for those beyond commuting.

year*,• Nye.* 141•001.1.•

DIS('LAIMER

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS EXIST

1,1i hen ncexting the
help wanted- section
k51 OUI classifieds
webpage
rourrayledger com
5541 will be redirected
In mihneilitork corn
By default.
Murray and local inh
listings wall appear on
this ivehilite
Flowerer, as a national
wernote, nor all listings
MI the pohnetwiwk orn
are istaced through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
u• if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lei, llamas Thank vial
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Penny nle /tilted Community %en met. In is accepliog
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"In Home Pnaidner
eta Mr John redder. 2.senithe Plevettor
Pememile Allied l'eminunity Sorrier'. Inc
Final! hegemonies Program
P.O. Sou Sitt
flophireasille. P5 4.22410449
PACS, lac. is,
4a Efddl Opportunity Eavdivisr"

Transportation and subsistence pay after
50% of contract completed. Contact local
Dept. For Employment Services.

BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions Full-time LPN
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent
benefit package Must
be licensed in the State
of Kentucky Apply in
person at Brathaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 841 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOFJAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

NEEDED
Custome
Service Representative
Peco Displays is looking for a professional
individual with excellent phone and sales
skills Duties include
sales, service and
shipping of customer
orders Send resume
and 2-references to
Paco Displays, P0
Box 383, Murray, KY
e-mail
42071
Or
info0 pecoproducts co
rn

"NE
ma

__Elimi
l
il

Clip Wailed
AFTER Hours
Cal
Center is now hinng for
PART-TIME Patient
Care Coordinators.
PCCs are responsible
for processing incoming calls from patients
and locations during
non-business hours.
Experience in medical
field and administrative
record management
preferred, but
not
required. Strong customer service background preferred. Part
time hours of 20 to 30
hours per week will be
scheduled
dunng
evenings, nights and
weekends.
Pulmo Dose Pharmacy
is now hiring for a FullTime
Warehouse
Used. The Warehouse
Lead is responsible for
assisting in warehouse
operations and responsibilities as necessary
per
Warehouse
Manager's delegation.
Experience in maintenance
and
shipping/receiving is
required. Ability to multitask and manage time
will be qualities of our
successful candidate.
Pulmo Dose Pharmacy
seeking
is
certified/licensed
R•splratory
Therapists and RNs to
join our clinical team.
RTs are responsible for
providing telephonic
support regarding respirator y
equipment/supplies
within their clinical
expertise and education to field staff, referral sources, patients
and
care-givers.
Schedule may include
nights and/or weekends.
All positions require
minimum educational
background of high
school diploma or GED
Please
equivalent.
deliver or mail your
resume to 120 Max
Hurt Drive Murray, KY
email
or
to
elizabeth.cam@rotech.
corn. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.
CHILD care center
seeking experienced
help Afternoons and
day shift available.
Apply in person at
1406-B N. 12th St,
Murray.
Foster
ENJOY
reward
Parenting,
yourself by making a
difference. Call 1-86630-NECCO
EXPERIENCED lead
carpenters Two needed tools and transrequired
portation
Calhoon Construction,
LLC Contact Casey
Parker-Bell 761-6790
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shifts
daily 7 days a week
$9hr after pald
training 4. Benefits
Contact us now'
1 -888-974-JOBS or
vninv.1888974loba.corn
HUMANE Society of
Marshall County is
seeking a part-time
worker
kennel
Office/computer expenence and good communication skills a
plus. Apply at Lakeland
Animal Hospital. 2044
U.S. Highway 6.41N,
Benton. KY
LOCAL construction
business seeks office
manager Job duties
include filing, data
marketing.
entry,
AP/AR, basic office
Ouickbooks
duties
Pro/Premier, Jobpower
or similar accounting
software/Microsoft
experience
Office
required Pay commensurate with qualifications and experience
Call 761-9372

Want ba Buy
INSURANCE
Customer Service Western KY and
Northwestem TN Rapidly expanding
insurance agency
needs new customer
service representatives. Duties include
commercial and personal line insurance
customer service.
Salary based on
expenence. P&C and
Life license a plus but
not mandatory for the
nght candidate. Office
and training provided.
Please Reply to.
Nationwide Insurance,
201 North 5th Street,
Murray, KY 42071
NAIL Technician needed, experience preferred. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-0
Murray, KY 42071
NEED Babysitter
Mon-Fn
8:30AM-4:00PM
(270)226-8020
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIve-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
PART time help needed at Charlie's Antique
Mall. Must be available
to work weekends.
Apply in person, 303
Main Street. Hazel.
Practical Dental
Assisting
We are now accepting
registration for the
class which begins
Sept. 8, 2007.
You will be trained on
Saturdays
for
11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
For more information
and registration forms,
visit
our
website
wwwbohledental.com
or call our office
Dr. Charles Bohle
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!
RECEPTIONIST SALES CLERK needed three to five days
per week. Apply in person at Stone-Lang
Medical, 210 South
12th
Street,
on
Monday, Wednesday.
or Friday.
RN or LPN needed for
busy medical practice.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-X, Murray,
KY 42071

CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services 227-7129
120

MOM COMPUTERS
A« Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
I BUY running or
fixable cars trucks
vans tractors farm &
construction
equipment ATVs
campers motorhomr,
trailers almost any
thing 270.970.1010
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th.
Murray

GOOD used refngerators, electric ranges
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109
k% \NI Ili 151
.It
-11'r
pi link-nu
.is .iil,ilulr'

It) l'Ast
7. Ill
Looking to buy 5-20
acres of wooded land,
suitable to build a
home on, with road
access
in
the
Northwest side of
Calloway Gounty.
call 270-293-6572 or
270-474-0623
150
hides
For Si.
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package, 6-7 person,
lots of jets, digital,
oscillator, water fall,
cover, retail $7.300,
must sell $3,600.
(573)300-1031
1 ct. T.W. pot p/c ring,
size 7, $995. Sapphire
& diamond bracelet,
$250. 436-5367
Ceramic tile by the box
or by the pallet. $.59
sq ft and up. Large
quantities available.
270-443-4590
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
Don't overpay for your
re-modeling! Laminate
flooring, Ceramic tile,
Pre-finished hardwood
and more. Ky's
Largest Liquidator
270-443-4590
EBAY Auction. We sell
all different items. Call
270-804-3806
FRESH Home Grown
Vegetables. Purple hull
peas,
shelled
&
unshelled. Must other
vegetables grown in
garden. Call James
RdI,227-2,02

Calloway County
•ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
In stock Pre-finished
hardwood floonng
$179 sq ft
270-443-4590
MOVING
Must sell all household
furniture
759-9046
436-5258
OAK Blue cloth couch
& matching toveseat
plus table & 4/chairs
$200.00. Tan Couch
$75.00. 94 G.P.
Pontiac, 2-dr/161,000
miles, runs perfect, air
condition $1,500. Call
753-8173 Cell: 2934392
PARTS & service
Keith's Lawn & tractor
759-9831
SATELUTES
DISH Network Satellite
Systems - Everyone
qualifies! Plasma &
LCD TVs, home entertainment centers, TV
carts, surround sound.
coax, HDMI & component cables Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
506-J N. 12th St.
759-0901
STRAW for sale. $2.50
baie 489-2436 If no
answer, leave message
Surplus Sales - Ky's
Largest Liguidators of
Pre -finished hardwood flooring ($1 79
941 ft). Laminate (S 69
sq ft). Tile I 59 sq ft)
270-443-4590

ue
414,
,
•••!.11
4.41..

Calloway Garden/Es' sex Downs
Apartments

altioamis

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One And Two Bedroom Apiuunents
Cenual Heat and Au
Accepting Applit shuns
If:JOffice Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

heel&

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
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Kentucky lake House For Rent
ii Ii
ledriemi. 2 bails houM
two

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
CM.(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m M-F

Ito
lake front all of oisidoo•
phi% I% I iii ii,sIaIa4 Ills
main lake. It's
pritatr dock. gist. firvel.iit. eas so ill. Itisli
Sailluiork. flat nand I 1. stills
and plcitt%iii disk spat t-.
round
As sub. Itr • 1/1 its th,or/th
Altuslubly
11.,
I
Just' It

ML RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

Call (270)436-5091
furtnutuon run I• uslithtlul
Fur Wei

Now renting'
Located at 720 S 4th St

M

Articles
For Si.

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starling at $200/mo
753-4109
I -BR Apt furnished
low utility Fail semes
ter only. (270)556-5612
1BR near MSU, other
locations available
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
10R, various locations
$200-$300 Coleman
RE 753-9898
2 br garage apt near
downtown Murray
appliances. no pets
$400/mo 753-8705

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
On the Square Murro,

(270) 753-1713

KITCHEN table with
leaf and 6 chairs Doi
Computer
cabinet
table with hutch. 7871878
couch.
MATCHING
chair & loveliest. Ught
blue with rue! $350
0E10 270-753-7681
Laws & Caress
UNUSED, brand new
6HP Craftsman hi
lawn
push
wheel
mower with extended
until
warranty
• 2009.
September
$200 227-1830
YARD Machines riding
mower 21HP Briggs &
Stratton engine_ 46'
deck 3 years old used
very little $900 080
270-414-8551

MASSEY Ferguson
35, good condition.
52.500 Call 293-0228
or 753-9328

piano
BALDWIN
10
Approximately
years old Excellent
condition $750 2932544 or 767-9740

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
enside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
-Safe & clean
eiVe sell boxes,
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

OFFICE or retail space
available Pnrne loca
bon 753-2905 293
1480

NEW duplex 2611 IBA
All appliances No pets
Lawn care included
plus
$650 month
deposit 905-A Bagwell
753-2440
NON-SMOKING 11311
unfurnished apt . water
paid, aveileble now, no
pets. 7534900
NOW LEASING
1.26 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Nonhwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4964
Equal Housing
OpPortunly
TDO e1-8004468056
RED OAKS APTS
Special
$100 Deposit
tfiR 1325
2814 $375
Cal Todey1
7$3486L

1993 Southern 2 BR 2
8A Rioters Courts 086
(270)9760723
i999 14030
Buccaneer motile
home MA washer &
drys.. dove & ref
$9000 (731)641-1328
7314414444
2000 Clayton 1151450
Vinyl tiding. 38R 28.4.
sae new 270-480-2525
GOVERNMENT
1ST
FUNDS FOR
TIME HOME BUYERS' Zero down. Your
iamity land
ar
Ends
731-514-4920
August 15
Nalwarw Mat
2 bedroom I bath
mobilo horn* $350
mune*, $350 security
•Verier I rubbish included CM 7534668
11111Fie
t."
.

View month Newer
Promos only 402-84116

3814 2 bath home on
lake with private dock
$800 month 759-9046
436-5293
NICE dean 2 bedroom
apartment. 2 maws
East of WOW 117 East
Y Drive.Murray. Sieve.
NOW, washer & dryer
furnished. other furniture furnished optional
wean included 6 we do
yard wort 6410 a
month plus security
deposit $4I0 759
0999 or 713-292-4649

MINISTORAGI
*All SW Units
Avalkials
*Now *tie
Climate Control

E
OPEN HOUSJuly
22,

I

GARAGE SALE
Go 121N through Stella, turn Ion at 299
(Old Butterworth Rd.) 2 mi. to
Jones Sparkman, turn right, straight 1
ml to Adams Dr., turn right, now carriage
house on corner Adams and Crouch.
Worth the drivel
Saturday July 21
9:00-3:00
Home decor Furniture, pillows. santas, wallpaper and borders, books, crafts. fabnc Name
Brands: Ashley, Waverly. Longaberger
Dept 56, Boyd.' Bears

5-PARTY YARD SALE
1900 Melrose- Ott Doran
Sat 6-1
Early birds welcome!

Saturday, July 21, 1-4 p.m. • Sunda);

FOR SALE

ammellenlINIIMIERMIIMIM1111111111111111111111111

Huge clean sale Fresh produce, cookstove/hood, bikes, windows, trailer tires,
swing set, car seats, strollers, apple pottery, books-cisel war. chnsban fiction, •
arnencan girl, chapter/early reader, 300+
hangers, kid's clothes (Gap, Polo, Nike,
Nautica), small women'slmen's clothes,
10x 10 dog kennel. christmas. golf bag

802 South 16th

YARD SALE

MULTI
PARTY
YARD SALE

new 10" compound miter saw, 6x9 speakers In
box, SHP Go-Kart, 5 5HP mower. 16HP 38" cut
Snapper scrambler mower, 12 vc41 air compressor & dtgital tire gauge, Goodwrenct
screwdnver set, aid Murray State programs
computer games & Playstation games. sports
cards 8 packs, Nascar wrestling figunnes
toys 8 other items

HUGE
YARD SALE

1/2 mile on
Wallace Dr. off
121 North
Fri. & Sat.
7AM-5PM
antiques, archer),
guns. knives old
quits. 1999 Olds
Aler0, 1996 GMC 4x4
lots of everything
293-2626

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE
1002 Southwood
Dr., down from
Baymont Inn
Fri & Sat • 7AM-7
Rain Or Shine
lots of electronics
baby items clothes
maternity furniture
exercise gym
household Items

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

234 Scenic
2628 94E,

Acres Dr., off
280 before East
School
Sat, 7/21
7AM-1 2PM
dishes, household
products appliances Some men's
XL clothes ladies'
medium clothes lots
of mist

across from
Sandra D's
Saturday only
7AM-1PM
children's books
toys. movies,
boys' clothes, girls'
clothes. household
& misc items

AFTER MOVING
SALE
2655
Butterworth Rd.
Friday July 20
Saturday July 21

2ND
GENERATION
ESTATE SALE
1099
Robertson Rd. N.
Fri & Sat

7:00-2:00

7:00

Rain Of Shine

Lots of craft
Items Too much

Antiques, glassware
toys entertainment

to mention Many

center, furniture
lots of good stuff

many items

YARD SALE

GARAGE SALE
308 N. 18TH ST

1300 Story

FRIDAY 7-5

Sat. • 7AM-1PM

SAT 7-3

Gameboy Adv
Video Now 8 other
toys, girls clothes
size 6. 8. 10
antiques computer
chair dishes linens,
mirrors. pfctures, lots
of misc

Nontake china
vacuum cleaners
rocker, tables.
refngerator.
mirror, pictures.
boombox, name
brand clothes, toys
books, storage
trunks

Sat., July 21
7AM-1 2PM
household goods
decorative items,
toys, old crocks

814 N. 20th St.
Sat., July 21
6AM-?

r

44_1
6 Year old home, 3 Bedroom, 21/2 baths,
Jacuzzi, energy efficient. about 1 acre.

753-7708 759-4533

TRUCK Cover for 2000
Ford mid size pick-up
5300 OBO 753-6558

YOUR YARD
SALE AD CALL
753-1 916
30 words or less
Is $11.00 for one
day 8 $16.00 for
2 days
Free Yard Sale

Kit with

YARD SALE

every ad

7 PARTY

YARD SALE

Drive

608 S. 9th
Fri. & Sat.

Sat., July 21

7AM-?

1626 Catalina

8AM

YARD
SALE

baby items
housewares
pictures. clothes
8 more

Saturday
10AM-4PM
clothes baby stuff
kitchenware and
more Plus BAKE
SALE & CAR WASH'

RETIREMENT I
MOVING SALE
224 South 15th St.
Fri., July 20
Sat.. July 21

icy
f
i
t

rots Arcadia Click
YARD SALE
1013
Payne St.
Saturday 7/21
8:00-7
Chsidrens
clothing. plus
size women's

7816?
Furniture, ladies
clothes lx-3x, Too
much to move!
Glorsous bargains!
Come and Make
yourself hams

Playstation 2 & PC
games, clothes
newborn-adult plus
8 maternity
household too
much to list

YARD SALE
64 Cain Dr.. 641N
to 464W, 3rd road
on right
Sat.. July 21
7AM-,
priPrtainment ('hr'
ter lawn mower
bicycles, tools
adult 8 children
clothes, much
more

MOVING SALE
825 Glendale
Friday &
Saturday
7am-noon
Sofa & chair

lots of misc

1,100 sq.11. home +300
sq.tt. upstairs. 13650
641N,
Hwy.
U.S.
Puryear, TN. Must be
moved. S10,000-060
(270)293-1437 Dan

YARD SALE
852 Coleman Tn.,
5th road at
Airport Rd. &
Poor Farm Rd.
intersection
Fri. & Sat.
6AM-1 2PM
tools. knick
knacks collectibles

3-PARTY
YARD
SALE
Old City
Park
Sat
7am-?

All Real Estate advertised in the nesvspape
s subsect to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended. which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color religion,
sex, or national origin
or an intention to make
any such preference
!imitation Of discnmination This newspaper
knowingly
not
will
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised In
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportaily basis.'
FOR saw or roe* 5bdmi 4-bath in
Hardin. 10 Tilt oul of
Murray Beeman'hardwood, 3 car gangs.
big yard. covered
patio. $119,900 or
$750 00 month CM
Angie The Lakes
Really (270)293-8738
Tee 9475

'At lit II
%II) Location.
'ondition
s ir prep
r
es-heals.

'61-11111 1

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

14, 15. 16 inch

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Starting at S20

Hill Electric

mounted

Call 753-5606

28.5 acres,
5.2,000/acre. Mitchell
Story Rd. 293-1437

entertainment
center, tables
hundreds of
movies & books,
plus lots more

Free Pallets

USED TIRES

1:13Ac"
[
on
acres
16
Road,
Backusburg
489-2994
Kirksey.
(270)831-0419

name brand junior
girls clothes, baby
boy & girl clothes,
dishes furniture,
free puppies

clothing

753-3653

FIRST TIME
OFFERED,
Lakefront w/dock
574.900
1+ AC Lake Access
$34,900
w/FREE Boat Slips!
Wooded lake properly
on spectacular
160.000 acre Kentucky
Lake! Take a tour &
enter drawing to win a
FREE 20' Boat'
Excellent financing
Call 1-800-704-3154
exl 1327 KY Land
"artners. LLC

TO PLACE

HUGE
GARAGE
SALE
1402
Oak Hill Drive
otf Doran Rd
Follow yellow
signs
Fri & Sat
Everything!

Charming, Spilt:IOUs Dutch Colonial
home on beaunfullji landscaped corner
kit one block Iron' Murrks High School.
4 bedrooms. 3 baths Large recreation
room 2 unique deck., Recent improvements include replacement windows,
dual-furl heat pump, roof, shutters,
lawn, and intents and extents painting

For in o, call 227-5414

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

641S to Midway, right Hwy 1828W Midway Rd, 6th house on right
Sat., July 21 • 7AM-?

1-4 p.m.

1710 Magnolia Drive

Homes For Si.
Prop For Aim

2BR duplex, nice
C/H/A. appliances fur
rushed Various locations Coleman RE
SMALL Retail/office
753-9898
space. Hwy 94 East
2811 near MSU. CM/A. 753-5693
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9896
MILSwan
[
38R 28A duplex, fireplace, dining room. DOG Obedience.
Coleman RE 753-9898
436-2858.
4BR 28A. all appliREGISTERED Great
ances, central H/A
Dane puppies. 1-male
Coleman RE 753-9898
2-females, parents Or
LARGE 1811 with
premises. $600-6700
walk in closets, located
(270)759-1771
on campus behind
Bradley Book
puppies
"" SHIH-TZU
Company $300vmo
AKC CKC. dew claws
(270)293-4802
shots
removed.
LARGE finished base&
male
wormed
downtown, female. $300- $350
ment
shared utility, great tor
270-251-0310 seer 11
couples no pets, referAM
Cali
ence required
(270)350-1863
edi & Suppler
UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Rwhodsead
3
2003 Chaparral
1811 $29000
rack.
hay
hi/slant
2BR $34000
awning, dressing room
38R 5425 00
$3 800
gooseneck
SI(X) deposit special
000 978-0745
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon -F n
Call today for appointment
7534221

OWNER
FINANCE
VI 36R 28A $5.000
doom $645 month. 1
sae. Murray ant& 753t011

rex

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

M

Wows

Mt

270-436-54%
270-293-6906

ats For Real

o
loads
Truck
Laminate flooring in
stock S 69 per sq ft
,'71)443 4590

Murray Ledger & Times;
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Since 1986

24 isouit soma
Res., Corn.,& Ind
Licensed & Insured
All tits - big or Small

02 Toyota 4-Runner
Limited, silver, leather.
46,000 miles, $17,500270-753-8242, 270752-0313

1546 Spring Creek Dr
$339.900 Call for appt
270-759-1327
3BR IBA ranch style
home Murray school
district $78,000. 270436-2034, 270-2939076
3EIR 2BA country home
with 7 acres. Call for
appointment 270-293.4562

Used Cars
1993 Mustang 2.3 red.
sunroof. mec. restored
1-yr, ago. $3,000 in
receipts. very reliable.
driven daily, asking
51.300. 205-5766

2007
2003 Dodge
Chevrolet Silverado
Both long bed work
trucks Call 753-8087,
leave message

400 N. Mk 2-beirrborn.
I bath, furnished
550.000 (270)5540367
4811 2BA doublewide
on permanent foundation. 1 acre, all hardwood floors, 1,800
sq.ft. $85,000. 2937257, 227-3930

Canton
1997 31' Cardinal 5th
wheel with.slide. Good
condition. Lots of beautiful cabinets. Located
in Aurora Oaks lot 34
618-822$12,000
6486

FSBO: Gatesborough
tn-level. Ground levelentry hall, laundry
room, bath, den/bedroom wbuitt-in cherry
computer center Main
living-room
floor&wood burning gas
logs fireplace budlens.
plantation shutters, formal DR, kitchen- stainless appliances. pantry.
Main
Florida room
floor ceilings 10-ft
Upstairs 3811. 2-large
walk-in closets. 28A.
Flooring- Hardwood,
TOXIC/III WEI & brick.
stairway car38115
peted. Inground pool
with lanai 293-2418 for
wowing. 5250,000
IN)\II 1)1
1)1 III RI till!

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service, Complete tree
removal, etc. Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
sunk & tree work.
A to B Moving. Local
distance
long
and
moves, Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair, pick-up, delivery 436-2867

Used Trude

3811V2BA 12 minutes
from town. 1 acre lot.
$98.900 7598481/978-1323

753-9562

Yamaha
1993
Waverunner 650 VXR
2 seater. $1,150, 50
HP, new battery. nice
trailer, looks/runs ood
(270)753-44-4/

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured 4373044
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry.
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up sunk
Garage, yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

ASPHALT
Ntitchell Bros.
Paving
Oier MI %ears rwrrience

759-0501
753-1537
L&M
LAWN SERVO( E
Mowing, Manic urin
8. Landscaping
sateilartinn guarantee.

Call 753-1816

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
ing. Sealcualing
it Hauling
I (IN.11"1.HSVIS

or Za41611

2711-753-2279

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting siding, roofs
decks
293-5438

SNOWS Alternator &
Starter Service
Repair. rebuild - reasonable prices Call
654
731-642-6939
Hobby Rd Pans, TN
38242

Calhoon Construction, LLC
General Contracting

ssists.icatisepropertssuls ers OM
•H'.1-110M1
KIRKSEY 1049 Hwy
464. 2 or 3 bedroom.
2-bath, basement, carport, hardwood floors.
tile floors in kitchen 8
bales, new central
heat & air $90,000
12''i554-0367
470
I_sMrs

Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

KUSTOM KUT
TREE COMPANY

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

Serving Western KY since 1991.
We specialize in tree trimming,
MCKINNEY INS.
tree removals & logging.
IS N.5TH STREET
753-3500
Quality work for quality people.

05' 1800 Vulcan,
extras. 2.300-mi
(270)978-1772/ $7.500
D5 Hondo VTX 1300
Custom paint. Ver+or
heroes custom begs. 5K
Milt, mint. $7200
'04 Yamaha TTR 250
Ulke new, ridden about
8 times. $3,000 7538941
2004 GAF 5OF Honda
dirt bike. 50cc, 3speed auto. low hours,
condition
excellent
obo 75341160 or
293-2193

270-519-4353

4
Lifetime glass breakage

warranty on

vinyl replacement
windows by:
RESICOM CONTRACTORS
270-227-2115
270-293-1899

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Duna

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
-ADVERTISERS: You
can place a 25-word
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
tor as little as $250
with one order, one
Payment. For information. contact the classified department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821
BUILDINGS
•Special Steel
Buildings] 40x60x12
NOW $8,900 REG
$17,000. Other available. 60x80x14 NOW
$24,980 REG $42.000
Price not adjusted for
codes. wvnv.scggrp.com 888-898-3091
Source/COOE. Help •
Erector or Crews
Wanted
BUSINESS
FOR SALE
•A 55 yr old successful, National Company
is expanding. Entire
state of KY! Sales/
Marketing business
available. Training &
Company support provided. $25K required.
502-569-1890.
BUSINESS
SERVICES
*Attention:
Homeowners Wanted!
Display homes wanted
for vinyl siding, windows, roofs, baths.
Guaranteed financing!
No payments until
January 2008. Starting
at $99 month. Call 1800-251-0843.

7.1:•

HOME
IMPROVEMENT
*Din Cheap Prices. Log
Cabin Siding $0.89
LFT; 1x4 Poplar
Beaded ceiling $0.37
LF7"; 1x6 Poplar
Flooring $0.55 LFT.
PH: 1-877-845-9663
enyw.grahamlumberco

INSTRUCTIONAL
*Airlines are HinngTrain for high paying
Aviation Maintenance
Career FAA approved
program Financial aid
if qualified- Job placement assistance
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance (888)3495387
*Attend College Online
from home. Medical,
business, paralegal,
computers, criminal
lustice. Job placement
assistance. Financial
aid and computer provided if qualified. Call
866-858-2121,
wiinv.OnlineridewaterT
ech.corn
*Training: Enjoy playing
in the dirt? Why not get
paid for it. American
Heavy Equipment
Training Can train you
in just 1-4 weeks. Start
Now! 1-866-280-5836
WWW.a mhet.com

•Tri State Floor
Leveling Engineers.
Support beams
replaced, floor joists &
flooring replaced.
story
Single to multi
houses & buildingoslf
you have a problem,
we have the answer
Member BBB.
Owensboro. KY 270683-1261.

•Absolutely No cost to
you!! All Brand New
Power Wheelchairs.
hospital beds and
scooters. Immediate
delivery. Call Tort Free
1-888-998-411110
qualify

*Earn $25 per sale
offering homeUelephone service
$37 95/mo. Free calling to over 25 counties
and 60 minutes of USA
long distance and features 1-866-716-4537
*Industrial Electricians:
Electrical contractor is
seeking a licensed
electncian with a minimum of five yrs. experience in an tndustnal
and controls environment. Excellent pay
w/benefits. Call 502367-6151 if interested
Drug Free Workplace
E0E-M/F/DN
•Part-time, homebased Internet business. Earn $500$1000/ month or more
Flexible hours. Training
provided. No investment required. FREE
details. wyny.k348.com
*Rock & Roil Travel
Hinng 18-25 sharp outgoing people to TRAV
EL the US representing leading pubfications Expense Paid
training Trans/ Hotel
provided return trip
guaranteed Call today
start tomorrow!
,800)482-5189
*Seeking Host Families
for exchange students
Has own insurance
and spending money
Promotes world peace'
Amenr,an Intercultural
Student Exchange 1 BOO-SIBLING (1-800742-5464)www awe corn

rf1

*TRUCK DRIVERS:
COL training. Up to
$20,000 bonus.
Accelerate your career
as a soldier Dnve out
terrorism by keeping
Army National Guard
supplied. 1-800-GOGUARD corn/truck

*Home Telephone
Service $37.95/ mo.
Unlimited calling to
over 25 counties. 60
minutes of long distance. Keep your number. No cost to switch
Five D's
Communication 866716-4537

HELP WANTED

aall
4

•TRAVEL THE USA
FOR PAY! Use your
pick up truck to deliver
new RV's nationwide
Motorhomes too! Get
paid 10 see the country
**env.honzontransportc
ors

*Semi- Trailer Repair
Louisville Area Must
have own hand tools
40 Hrs/ week. Pay
based on experience
502437-7827
*Senior Market!
Excellent training.
Leeds provided 25
Veer old company
Unlimited income! 886789-7964
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

MEDICAL

New Power
Wheelchairs, Scooters
Absolutely NO cost to
you! Act NOW before
program ends! Call
TOLL FREE 1-800354-2066
PET/PET SUPPLIES
*Happy Jack(R) NOVAT1ON(R) protective
ban, patented release
provides Rea/ tick control for 8 months. At
Farmer Co-Ops.
Tractor Supply, Ace
Hardware. wvny.happyjackinc.com
REAL ESTATE
*FIRST TIME
OFFERED! Lakefront
with dock $74,900. 1+
acre lake access
$34,900 with FREE
boat slips Spectacular
160,000 acre Kentucky
Lake Excellent financing Call 1-800-7043154 ext.1323 KY Land
Partners, LLC
*TENNESSEE LAKE
BARGAIN! 1+ AcreS29,900. FREE
Pontoon Boat!
Beautifully wooded parcel w/ access to Jimmy
Houston endorsed fishing lake! Private lakefront community with
tree boat slips Paved
roads, utilities, soils
tested LAKEFRONT
available Excellent
financing. Call now 1888-792-5253. x.1281

•Ortver- CHRISTMAS
in JULY- Move Holiday
Merchandise Today...
Put $$$ in your wallet
today! Daily pay; weekly home time; Medical/
Dental; 4011</ Stock
Options. Call Joyce
886-348-4639, 4mos.
OTR experience
required. Owner Ops
800-437-5907
rniew.knigherans.coo.
*Omer: Don t just start
your career, start it
right! Company sponsored CDL training In 3
weeks. Must be 21
Have CDL? Tuition
Reimbursement! CRS1
866-400-2778
*Driver Owner
Operators ONLY
Regional freight from
Louisville. $1.24pm
average! Home often &
weekends. Plates
available. NOT forced
dispatch. Call Max at
T&T1 1-800-511-0082
*Driver Recent PAY
INCREASE 43CPM to
47CPM Guarantee
Hometime, Company
Of lease purchase
available, BC/BS, COLA and 6 Months experience required 800441-4271 est KY-100
*Dnvers- /1 Truck
Driving School.
Training Drivers for
England, Swift &
Werner Dedicated runs
available. Starting
Salary 550.000+ Home
weekends! 1-800-8830171
•Davers- ACT NOW'
Sign-On Bonus 36 to
45cpm/ $1000+ wkly.
$O lease/ $1.20pm.
CDL-A +3 mos OTR
800-635-8669
*Drivers: Class-A & B
CDL Drivers needed
For local positions
some hazmat (2 yr
recent exp required)
502-452-1098
www.abdnvers.com
*Drivers- East of 1-65
Company up to 42c
Mile 1 year TIT expenence & good MVR
required. Owner
Operators 90c mile, all
miles + FSC Home
weekends! 1-800-9527345
epestransportcom
-Drivers: Regional
Drivers Needed!
Company/ Owner
Operators, Solos &
Teams. Home every 710 days. Receive Top
pay! Paid Ort. & Signon Bonus! Own part of
your company (ESOP)
EOE/AA Employer
TSMT (877)849-9104
*Drivers- Up to 44c
mile with 3it bonus.
Home weekly. Paid orientation. BCBS insurance, low premiums
Class-A CDL required
866-804-2065
www.transportamenCa.COM
*Drivers. Werner.
Transport America &
US Xpress Are looking
for 75 driver trainee's
immediately! Good
driving record, drug
free, earn $700+ weekly Weekend & Evening
classes now forming
Reserve your position
today' 1-866-244-3644
*Regional Flatbed
Conyers: NOW PAYING
$.40/rndelf! Earn
$50.000 PLUS 6%
Bonus! Home every
weekend and 1-2 times
per week!! Great benefits Including 401K! 6
rroo Vt & Class-A CDL
reqd Wabash Valley
Transportation. Inc
800-246-6305
were vnotonline corr

F iiii.as Itil% 211.
530

530
Services Offered

Makes Oared
CATHY'S
Wallpapenng, Painting,
Cleaning. 270-2276606 731-498-8904

CONSTRUCTION
metal wail,siding.
replaceakeet windows,
1100611 momsWt guaranteed

866-832-3230

ilCniglIt'a

FREE

Vtlit 1 \ I ItritIsls
\Lining I %refl.
I itia11.toltIti.tan.e.
I. dt.1-31 I 1,
rev estimates

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

I 0‘.111%

n

it'll

”Nr3tcd

Water Damaged noon
Braces & Roor Joss
Fiemockeng & Piunting

Carpet is Floors

OM yew exp.
Saks& boxislialoa

753-7728
CUSTOM BILLISOZINS
D-6 H. 12 ft Wade
cieanng, fence lOwb
t.tnderbiushing, ponds
waterways.
19 yrs experience
Greg Rentroe
'270-2934371'

\

NEED A
METAL ROOF?
CALL
(270)752-0414
Ask forDarren
Nightengale

V‘r

II

:\

\ \(.1 \II \ I

weekly & oisl pickups
•locally ow ned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
etc. (270)527-7176

•

David Glamors. Owner
Will Do Insurance Wont
VI.a 1 MasterCard kicepted

731-247-5422

NEED HELP?

JOE'S JOBS

WHITE

Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No job too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

-6-44

011eed

David's
Home
Improvement

•ori-41'il I \NISI:2021

530
Services011and

530

PRESERVE the past
on DVD, convert you
home VHS tapes to
DVD Preserve your
home movies today by
transferring them to
DVD Call 753-9297 Of
227-5818

HOUSE wash special
$89.00 up to 1,500 sq.
ft. Sidewalk included
Lic & Insured
(270)978-1772

CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in poured
concrete basements
Licensed & Insured

519-2713

2ocr7 • 42

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
do
inaccuracies
occur. Readers using
this Information do so
at their own risk.
Although persons and
companies
mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities.
WEST Calloway
County Development.
Track hoe, dozer work,
backhoe & septic systems.
For sale: top soil, gravel.
Will build you a home
to suit your needs.
Lots for sale: Landon
Hills Subdivision.
270-210-3781,270559-2032

WINDOW
('LEANING
by SONLIGHT
t270,23-517O
Pressure Washing
Gutter Cleaning
Screen Repair
Frye Estrnales

560
Column
FREE black kitten to
GOOD home. 270-4928017. 270-227-1879

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

Purchase Players to present Smoke on the Mountain
Purchase Players announced
Smoke on the Mountain is coming
to
the
Community
Performing Arts Center on July
27-29 and Aug. 3-5.
"We are excited to bring back
this production of Smoke on the
Mountain," said director Lisa
Cope, who is back to direct the
performance for a third stint. "It
is one of the most successful
shows that we've had at
Purchase Players."
Smoke on the Mountain is a
Southern gospel musical that
takes place in Mount Pleasant,
N.C. in 1938. During the latter
years of the Great Depression,
Saturday Night Sings by fami-

lies of gospel singers are much
need and highly appreciated
forms of entertainment.
It is Saturday night in Mount
Pleasant, and the Reverend
Mervin Oglethorpe has enlisted
the services of the Sanders
Family Singers to bring his
small congregation into the
"modern
world".
The
Depression has taken its' toll on
Mount Pleasant. The Mount
Pleasant Pickle Plant is beginning to layoff local townspeople
at an alarming rate due to the
economy.
The Saturday Night Sings are
one of the few things that the
people of Mount Pleasant have

to look forward to. The Sanders
are appearing after a five-year
hiatus from the gospel singing
circuit.
"Our cast is extremely talented," Cope said. -We are blessed
to have seven high quality performers."
The cast for Smoke on the
Mountain includes: Joey Allen,
Cletus Murphy, Carol Barnes,
Wendy Puckett, David Crowder,
Laken Puckett and Barry Snow.
Snow and Allen are part of
the original cast from Smoke on
the Mountain.
Tickets for Smoke on the
Mountain are $10 for general
admission. Senior citizen and

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Chill and relax. Touch
base with a boss or elder
"statesman" in your family.
Often, this person confuses you
-- you'll gain clarity. A nurturing
attitude will open up someone
you see as a clam, he or she is
so tight-lipped. Tonight: Mellow
out.
GEMINI(May 21'June 20)
***** Don't allow any interference. If you feel like someone
is testing your patience, smile
and know that you can handle
the situation. A difficult relative or
neighbor becomes much easier.
Tonight: Fun and games.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** If you want to entertain
and stay home, start your list for
a spontaneous barbecue. A
friend might suggest a way to
shorten the toil and add to your
enjoyment too! Tonight: Start the
barbecue, and flip the burgers.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You might feel like you
are fielding all the calls, invitations and questions in the world.
Not SO, though you could be
overty busy and tired. You might
want to slow down and let a willing child or friend pitch in.
Tonight: Hang out.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Your efficiency starts,
whether planning a party or getting together for a visit to an art
gallery You demonstrate your

caring through small acts. Don't
take a risk. Listen to your inner
voice. What is it saying? Tonight:
Off to a favorite restaurant.
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
***** Understand that your
usually affable self will act and
feel a touch different today. Take
the first step and allow others to
respond. Worry less and clear
out problems. Your happy ways
emerge in a discussion. Tonight:
Act on a wish.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Others find you to be mysterious. Vanish and be less visible. What you do in this quiet,
relaxing moment is your call.
Realize what is impossible to
complete, and where your energies need to be directed.
Tonight: Quiet works without
explaining to anyone what you
are doing.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Plans you conjure up
might be quite different from
friends' plans. As a result, you
might loss your ideas away and
hook up with your pals. A serious
message or a unretumed call
could mar your mood. Don't let
this happen. Tonight: Transform
as the moment does.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might want to
approach others differently.
Perhaps you would like a
change within a relationship. Be

student ticket prices are $8.
Tickets for children 12 and
under are $6.
The box office at :the
Community Performing :Arts:
Center will be open July
July 30 and 31 and August 1 and'
2 from 5-7 p.m. so that the public may purchase tickets in
advance. For more information,
contact Purchase Players at 2519035 during the above mentioned hours. The box office will
open one hour prior to each performance for ticket sales.
The performances are slated
for 7 p.m. on July 27 and 28 and
August 3 and 4 and 2 p.m. on
July 29 and August 5.

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Myer

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Saturday, July 21, 200'7:
Your spirit and energy prove to
be your greatest assets this year.
Act on your dreams. As you
might see it, the best way to
encourage change is by stepping
up and serving as a role model.
Adapt and mold your daily life
to new opportunities. Positive
changes revolve around real
estate, home and family. The
time to begin is now. If you are
single, spring 2008 draws several special people. The question
will be who will be your sweetie! If you are attached, you discover the power of adjusting
more often to your significant
other's beat. LIBRA understands
you better than you think!
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'U Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Flow with ease and
grace. Others are energized and
will make the first move. A difficult person appears to wake up
on the nght side of the bed.
Finally a positive interaction is
possible. Tonight: Let others
decide, and don't be a back-seat
driver!

GRe,..o./-

rEtcp-r-ronn

responsible and take the first
step. Spruce up your style and
communication,
manifesting
what you want. Tonight: The lead
actor.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Others want the SWlight. If you focus on who y
are, you'll realize that this rc
might not be to your liking any
way. Go do your thing, which
might involve a change of plans.
Not everyone sees eye to eye
with you. Tonight: Don't put off
plans you really want to do. The
time is now.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Perhaps projects and
errands have been building, and
you haven't noticed. Though you
might want to run away at first,
dig into whatever you do with
care and determination. Cancel
plans if need be. Tonight. You
feel better and better the more
you get done.
BORN TODAY
Actor, comedian Robin Williarm
(1952), singer Cat Stevens
(1948), writer Marshall McLuhan
(1911)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://wwwjacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2007 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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2007 Nissan Versa 2007 Nissan Altima

TRAVEL
•Oestin. Fort Walton
Beach, South Walton
Port St Joe, Florida
Stay in beautiful beach
homes, cottages and
condos Visit website
Reserve on-linel
were SouthemResorts
corn 800-737-222
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
43Class-A Drivera$
Terminals in ClencsviNe
TN. GOOMMOVPI and
Owensboro KY areas
Flatbed and van
freight. planned
reloads Excellent pay,
!owlets. and hometime Call 866-4177387

Want home most week
ends with more pay/
Run Heartland's Ohio
Regional' $ 45/mile
company drivers, $1 15
for Operators! 12
months OTR required
Heartland Express 1800-441-4953
*Kw.heartianorix
press COM

Jusitticra

500

500

Allisess-.

Nissan
C ustornor Clsits

-

Stk 17224, 7260. Model 052417

A).7
2.9%*
0/0*

13,988*

9%.

60 Month.
MSRP

for 36 Months

Power Locks. Power Windows,
Automatic, Air Conditioner, CD Player

19 988*
9
Stk #7207, Stk #7193 Model #05717

MSRP
Premier Nissan Disc
- 500 Nissan Customer Cash
- 542

$21,100
612
- 500
$19,988'

$15,030

Nissan Customer Cash
Premier Nissan Discount
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel
*Me rock
436-2113
Dozer work I Track
hoe

No ssao

custom,'
Case

AC, Auto Power Windows
Power Locks, CD Player

•
Plus0
for 36

W.•

93,988
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PREMIER NISSAN
PH: 731.642.0601
•••••• mon •••••

•••••

•••••••• ••••••••

300 HWY. 77, PARIS, TN
1.800-264-7726 www.premiernissan.us
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COMICS / FEATURES

ill • Friday. July 20. 2007

LookingBack
IS years ago
Published is a picture of James
overby sitting in the newly rens aged James(herby Law Library
at Murray State University The
library will be formally dedicated in honor MSU's long-time
legal counsel with Mr Overby
of Murray
Ds Bobby Boyle will be the
euest speaker at theNtetory Crulalk July 21 and 22 at WestBaptist Church. Boyle is from
tiklahorrui City, Okla.
Births reported include a girl
I ()rune and Jeannie Hender.0n, July I. and a boy to Kristina and Hershel Bush, July 17
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Boy
Scout Mark t'hemielewski taking his tone crossing the high
ropes section of the National
Scouting Museum's obstacle
ourse lie and other members
of Troop 101 of Melrose Park.
III • visited thc museum on North
16th Street. Murray. last week
the photo wa,s by Staff Photographer David Tuck
Ky Gov. Martha Layne Collins
has announced that thc state has
approsed a S10,1450 grant for
development project at the
Murray -t'alloway County Airport.
located at 544 Airfield Ln., off
Airpon Road
30 years ago
the office of (*king Carroll
Hubbard, Democrat, Washington.
DC . has announced a $145.404
13epartment of Health Education
and Welfare grant for the refunding of Project Apollo at Murray
Stair University
Pubtished is a picture of Margaret Enoch. named as "Bus Dn\Tr of the Year for Calloway
County Schools.- being presented a plaque by Charlie Lassiter.
tor of transportation lot the

school system
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs Donald Bennett, June 13
40 years ago
Pvt Charles E. Stubblefield
and Psi James R. Story have completed eight weeks of advanced
training as combat engineers at
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
Seventy-five shooters participated in the annual Jackson Purchase Gun Club Open Shoot held
July 16.
Bro. Bobby Joe Suns is the
speaker at the gospel meeting
being held at Fnendship Church
of Christ
SO years ago
Published is a picture of Naval
Reserve Lt Edward P. Crawford
with his flight sergeant wings
which are being pinned on him
by Capt. 1C Carly at the Medical Corps USN at Pensacola,
Ha. Crawford has been assigned
to Anacostal Naval Air Station
at Washington. D.0 He is the
son of Dr anti Mrs. F.E. Crawford of Murray
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs Hugo Wilson. a
girl to Mr and Mrs. James McGill
and a girl to Mr and Mrs Joseph
Slecid.
60 years ago
Hortm has resigned as
head (il journalism and publicity at Murray State College to
become associate professor of
journalism -at Ohio University.
Athens. Ohio.
Mary Jane Dunn and William
A Adair were married July
at First Baptist Church. Murray.
Rev. H A West is serving as
pastor of Memorial Baptist
Church. 10th and Main Streets.
Murray.

Todaylnilistory
By The Asiociated Peres
listayis hriday. July 20, the
day of 2007 There are 164
(try

left in the year.

fisijy's Highlight in History
tin July 20, 1469. Apollo I I
astronauts Neil Armstrong and
I 4w in "Burr- Aldrin he,ank' the
first MCI) to walk 4,t) the moon
as they stepped out ot their lunar

nu Klub:
Ott this date
In Don, eotornhia declared
intk-peridence trom Spain
ERA 1E3Ir 1811-.Ul

L_

In 1861, the Congress rit the
Confederate States began holding
sessions in Richmond. V•
In 11471. British Columbia
entered Confederation as a Cana
(Ilan province
In 1944. an attempt by 4 group
Of German officials to assassinate
Adolf Hitler with a bomb failed
as the explosion at Hitler's Rasientsurg headquarters only wounded the N4/I leader.
In 1976, America's Viking I
robot spacecraft made a succesa-

SOO
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Murray Ledger & Times

Husband tricked into marriage
regrets doing the right thing

Doctors these days
frustrate reader

DEAR ABBY: I have read
your column for the better part
of 20 years and always enjoyed
it, even if I didn't always agree
with your advice. The fact that
it makes us think is what
makes it so enjoyable.
Now I find myself writing
to get an
opinion on a
matter that
has
been
very
hard
for me. I
have been
married for
the last 20
years to a
Dear Abby woman who
has
been
hard to get
By Abigail
along with,
Van Buren
at best. We
were married because she
became pregnant. I thought
was doing the nght thing. Later.
I found out she had stopped
taking birth control pills so
she could get me to marry
her.
Looking back, it was not
the right thing to do. I have
stayed married and we have
had a second child. Again, she
was on the pill. and again I
thought I was doing the nght
thing by staying around to be
the father.
I removed my wedding ring
10 years ago and have been
barely getting along with her
while I work a lot of jobs
away from the house to avoid
the never-ending arguments. I
don't hate her or wish anything had for her, but I have

reached the point where I can
DEAR DR.GOTT:In Flori- profession has become a Dr.
no longer stand to be around
da, we call health care Money enterprise.
her. I have concluded that stay"concierge doctoring." As senI have Medicare and good
ing manned for the sake of
ior citizens, $1,500 to $1,600 supplemental insurance, so why
the kids and trying to be a
a year for each of us is hor- are doctors so difficult to deal
two-parent family was the
rendous. We are barely get- with? The situation is very
wrong thing to do.
ting through the month. I had distressing to me and to many
I know the ensuing divorce
knee surgery of my friends. What is going
will be ugly, with her conpast to happen to us? Only fate
this
stantly harassing me, but how
May. The can change this. If we have
operating to die, just let us drop dead.
can I help her to see that our
doctor,
DEAR READER: I, too,
marriage has been a train wreck
whom
have seen the not-so-subtle
in slow motion for 20 years?
respect and changes in medical practice.
-- LIVING AWAY
like, could And, like you. I am concerned
DEAR LIVING AWAY:
not visit me about many of these changes.
Your marriage was based on
Clearly, there are greedy
in the hosfraud, and a marriage with fraud
pital or in practitioners. However, there
as its foundation is like a
the so-called is still an undercurrent of servhouse built on quicksand. As
rehab, ice and the feeling of do-good
unhappy as you have been,
By
which was a (as opposed to doing well)
your wife appears to have been
Dr. Peter Gott
lice-infested among young physicians.
even unhappier. She knows she
nursing home. He did nothAlthough the list is growtricked you into marriage and
ing. My internist forgot to ing, the money-oriented pracyou weren't in love with her
make arrangements for my titioners are in the minority.
-- and she has been taking her
stress test. He also did not Unfortunately, they often take
anger out on you and herself
visit me in the hospital. He shortcuts and refuse to take
ever since.
had a dental procedure done, the time to sit down with
As you said, ending the
and, by the way, the dentist patients who have health conmamage won't be pleasant -the wrong tooth! Howev- cerns.
did
and she will probably be punier, both these doctors sent their
So I prefer to be fair and
tive. Therefore, it is imperaassociates to sec me, and the not label doctors, as a group,
tive that your children be made
associates don't even know with the "I want to get rich"
to understand that, regardless
me. As far as being nice peo- syndrome.
of what has happened with
ple, they are, and they are
If your practitioner has comtheir mother, you will always
decent doctors. Still, I expect- mitted an inappropriate act of
be there for them. As to 'helped more.
overcharging you, for examing her see. etc. -- save that
I'm grateful I was born in ple, raise the issue with him
effort for later, much later, when
1929. Doctors were doctors or notify his state medical sociher anger has cooled to indifthen. Why do all the young ety. Otherwise, please give him
ference.
people want to be doctors? They the benefit of the doubt. He
Oa*
can become electricians, handy- may have seemed distracted if
DEAR ABBY: I carpool my
men, etc.. and not worry about he put in a tough day.
daughter, *Leslye." to school
being sued. More doctors now
Remember, doctors need to
with one other student. It has
post signs that tell you they learn about interpersonal issues,
been helpful because Leslye
don't carry spalpractice any so don't hesitate to share any
needs to be taken to and from
longer. What does one devise observations you have. I can
school five days a week. The
from all this? You can never testify that good physicians
problem is. Leslye does not
speak to a doctor on the phone (reluctantly) welcome criticism
like riding in the other mothbecause he isn't available. They as a necessary component of
tul, first-ever landing on Mars
er's car because it is filthy.
don't make house calls, and the healthy doctor/patient relaIn 1977, a flash flood hit JohnLeslye has come home with
all they think about is money. tion.
stown. Pa.. killing more than 80
stains on her pants from sitHow sad that this wonderful
people and causing S350 nullson
ting on melted crayons, old
in damage
In 1977, the U.N Secunty food, etc. She tells me that
its OK for all trash to be
Council voted to admit Vietnam
to the world body.
thrown on the floor. It was
In 1982. Irish Republican Army
that way all year.
You are South in each of the fol- would bc unlikely to pass three
bombs exploded in two London
lowing five bidding sequences. How notrump if you had seven spades.
Have you any suggestions
parks, killing eight British solmany spades arc you likely to have in Your hand could he•KQJ952•AJ
on how to handle this situaeach case?
diers. along with seven horses tion next
•Q84•A7.
year? (I am a nonSMITH
NORTH
belonging to the Queen'. House3. Five. You can't have only four
confrontational type of perI•
1 NT
spades because you would surely
hold Cavalry
son.) I hope the other mom
2
hose opened the bidding in a minor
with what is obviously a three-suited
reads your column. -- MARII.
'ST
hand. Your most likely distribution is
AN IN SOUTH CAROLINA
ds
3 NI
5-1-4-3, since you passed three
DEAR MARIAN: And what
PAS..
notrump and would probably not do
if she doesn't read my colso with 6-0-4-3, 5-0-5-3 or 5-0-4-4
I.
2
distribution. Your hand might be
umn? Unless you are willing
2•
2 NT
•Q.1972 10 AK85•KO4to advocate for your daugh3 Ni
4. Five. Your opening spode hid
ter, there is nothing I can do.
Pass
could hese been made on a four-card
It would not be confrontationsuit (assuming you play four-card
1
2•
al to tell the woman that your
majors), and partner's delayed sup35
251
port is likely to be based on only
daughter's clothing was soiled
4
three spades. It would therefore he
because of the melted crayons
wrong to hid tOur spades at this point
-- or food -- on the seats of
is
IS
with only four trumps. You also can't
25
251
her car, and that it's time the
have its spades, since you would
3.
have rebid the suit rather than hid
vehicle was cleaned. It's part
•••
two notrump at your second turn. A
of responsible parenting. If she
typical hand would be•KJ841 V K5
doesn't get the message, then
I. Sis. Rarely would you have only •K96•A92.
five spades. You would probably
it will be up to you to pro5. Three. Partner has only four
pass with 5-3-3-2 distrihution, and spades, judging from his twovide more suitable transportabid your second suit with 5-4-2-2 or notrump hid. If you had four also,
tion to school for your daugh5-4-3-1 distribution. Your hand
you would indicate this by bidding
ter.
might look something like three tor possibly fouo spades
000
•AQ7632 *8•AQJ•843
instead of three clubs. You probably
2. Sta. The jump to three spades base a hand such as•KG16 V 72
Dear Abby is written by
indicates six lir more spades, and you •AS•K09764.
Abigail Van Buren, also
tomorrow Choosing the right line of play.
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips.
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ContractBridge

Crosswords
7
.CrCh
ACROSS

FF1EIETTIEIR cir N/V CO FtS•EGO

Not hither
4 Laundry
8 Become tiresome
12 Luau music
13 Alarm Vice' cco
14 - Krishna
15 Scored some
points(2 wds 1
17 De
symbol
S111110 fry
19 Maas a cal
21 Risser* summer
23 Stair post
27 Est dangler
30 Nautical mite
33 Jackie s second
34 Tattoo saes
35 - Claire Wise
36 Straa-tacied
37 Gismos

CIA FtF1E1_111004)

42 Wedding rental
44 Bratty iods
47 Move a tern
51 Robns beaks
54 Genf*
56 Face snare
57 Behriaen ports
58 Geologic dnn•
won
59 Computer term
60 Larger - tOe
61 Beaver protect
DOWN
I
2
3
4
5
6
7

Mongol dwelling
Just arse
Gutsy pan
S418210 torcabry
Assistance
Wind-Owen
most
Nosed potters

8

WHAT CAN I flAY
TO mAXE VEX)
Fggl
rre0

I efteursi•T etrrTY
TREATS' sosOuLt7
.

A C10017'TART

36 Bad day tor
Calmar
39 Cuzco budder

SO Wailed-poster
word

P'f - ^NCI I !;.(, )

0Mtu°'
9 Newel resin
0 Galleon cargo
11 Craving
16 Retsina

Anew to Previous Puzzle

Wg101210
CHISEL
op sun YAP MU
MUM ROOMH 00N
AMOM DOM OCING
LAU HD S

EMOO P@MOMY
NEU
TOOT
UHIND PUB FOWT
DOW MMOCIR RIO
MN
EI.4
WO A 01210 MO A D'E
QUOS
NYLON
7-20 C 2007 united Feature Syrocass itt

mmeogio

son

gyg OMP

20 Nugent insect
22W.. very Olney
24 Rase the
alarm
25 maser or

C—

•• MMIIM MAIM
MINI AMMO MIME
MMINIMMIIII =NM
MOM= =AM
AMA
AMAIN
MIMI MOM dMil
MOM IMMO AMMO
MOM MUM MIME
AMMAN
MM.
dliddd
MddlI dildINOMMO
MIMS MEM MM.
MEM MEM MUM

26 Succotash
been
27 Beg laugh
(6YCEI
28 Vacane type
19 Al in combos
31 Lies

refusal
32 Force cut
36 Video screen
dot
36 Dogma
41 Supermarket

was
43 Coemopoisan
45 Survey chart
46 Cummerbund
48 Dappled
49 Ciurnbo eve
berg
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happening
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50 Coach s
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51 San Franascv
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52 Common
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